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ABSTRACT

PATE, PRAYSO~ \\1LL Digital Methods Of Timing Recovery (Under the direc

tion of Sasan Ardalan)

It is possible to accurately recover timing information from a signal using all-digital

methods. The elimination of analog components has many advantages, including time

and temperature stability, manufacturing reproducibility, and ease of migration into

integrated circuits. This paper reviews four all-digital methods of symbol timing recovery

as well as their relationship with the true maximum-likelihood estimators of symbol tim

ing. These methods include state-machine PLLs, numerical PLLs, an approximation to

the maximum-likelihood estimator, and a method requiring only one sample per baud.

Effects of the channel such as bandwidth and noise are considered. Choice of coding is

also considered. A receiver for a digital subscriber loop is simulated using two methods of

timing recovery, and the results are compared.
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CHAPTER 1

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Symbol timing recovery is one of the basic problems in communications cir

cuits. Traditionally, analog circuits such as inductive-capacitive oscillators (tank

circuits) and phase-locked loops (PLLs) have been used to estimate symbol timing

in data receivers. While simple in construction and operation, these analog timing

estimators are subject to parameter drift. For example, a tank is a resonant circuit

which is used to filter some timing wave recovered from the transmitted data

stream. The center frequency of a tank circuit will vary over the short term with

temperature and over the long term with component aging. Furthermore, there is

enough component variation so that tuning is required to initialize the center fre

quency to the desired value. The phase locked loop translates the filter operation

to low frequency and uses a low-pass circuit to filter the timing wave. It usually

does not require an initial tuning in order to operate properly. However, its opera

tion may still vary considerably with temperature.

The problems of absolute and relative accuracy inherent in analog circuits

may be overcome by the use of digital circuits. Digital timing recovery requires

faster and more complex devices than does analog recovery. In the past this made

the digital approach impractical or impossible to implement. Due to advances in

device speed and integration, this is no longer true. As costs continue to fall, the

use of digital timing recovery will continue to expand.
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This paper reviews several aspects of symbol timing recovery. The signals

examined are assumed to be at baseband and so carrier recovery is not considered.

In the second chapter, the theory of symbol timing recovery is reviewed. The

optimum estimators [1], [2], [3], [4] are reproduced, and analog implementations

[5] are considered. The third chapter considers digital methods of timing recovery

[6], [7], [8] including a method that is very suitable for Digital Signal Processing

(DSP) type applications. Effects of the channel [9], [10] are examined in Chapter

4. These include channel coding and impulse response of the channel. Chapter 5

presents an Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) design example. Existing

implementations [11], [12], [13] are considered, and design issues [14], [15] are

addressed. Simulation results using the BLOSL\1 simulator [16] are presented.

The last chapter presents conclusions and directions for further research.
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CHAPTER 2

2. REVIEW OF ANALOG METHODS

Symbol timing recovery is one of the basic problems in communications cir-

cuits, Traditionally analog circuits have been used to estimate bit timing in data

receivers. This section reviews briefly the theory of optimum timing estimation

and the usual approximations made in implementation.

2.1 Theory

Consider a pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) signal of the form

x

Z(t) = n (t) + ~ aje 9 (t - kT - T)
~=-x

(2.0)

where n(t) is a random gaussian noise source with double-sided spectral density

NoI2, a. is the data sequence and g(t) is the pulse shape. Timing recovery is the for-

mation of an estimate T of the unknown phase T. Assume that a. can take on the

values :d,::3d, ... , ::(L-1)d with equal probability. When %(t) is passed through

a filter matched to the pulse shape g(t) the maximum-likelihood estimator (~E)

of T is shown [1], [2], [3], [4], [17] to be

aA :::: L dq/c(f) tanh ((£+I)d 9/c(f))
aT "dT No

(2.1)

where A is the log-likelihood function and qlc is the output of the matched filter. A
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brief outline of the proof is reproduced in Appendix D. The estimate T is best

when equation 2.1 is equal to zero. Thus, equation 2.1 can be thought of as the

sum of a series of error signals Zit.. The function tanh() asymptotically approaches

the numerical sign of the argument (Le. sgn()) for arguments much larger than 1.

Thus, for high signal-to-noise ratios, equation 2.1 may be approximated (as in [2])

as

a.\ _ ~ _ ~ dqk(f) ("")
-A - ~ZJc - ~--",- 3gn ale
aT Jc Jc dT

(2.2)

where aJc is an estimate of ale obtained by quantizing the signal qlt. and ~gn(x) is the

numerical sign of x.

Figure 2.1 shows a block diagram of a :MLE scheme. The output of the esti-

mator is filtered and fed into a voltage-controlled oscillator (VeO). The loop feed-

back is such that the expected value of the error signal Zk is zero.

The derivative in equation 2.2 may be approximated by a difference. ThIS

leads to the expression in Equation 2.3.

~z. =: 1/2a ~lq,(T+4)1-lq.(T-4)1
1& •

This is more appropriate for a realizable system.

2.2 Implementation

(2.3)
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Figure 2.1: MLE for PAM Timing Recovery

Discussion of the implementation of timing recovery circuits is divided here

into two parts. The first is concerned with the approximation of the MLE function

and the second with the filtering operation.

2.2.1 MLE Approximation

The MLE estimators in Equations 2.2 and 2.3 are both sampled systems and

as such may not be appropriate for analog implementations. An alternative is to

form a signal with a periodic component. If 4, is an lID (independent, identically

distributed) sequence, then the signal x(t) has no periodic components. Squaring is

the usual operation performed on a signal to derive another signal with a periodic

component or more appropriately a cyclostationary signal. IT Clk is ± 1 then the

result [1] is a cyclostationary signal z2(t) with



where

x

E[x2 (t )] = a1v a 2 L g2(t-IcT-T)
Ie= x

(2.4)

(2.5)

and a 2 is the variance of the sequence ale. The squared signal is then filtered by a

narrowband filter H(f) to produce a timing w(t) with a phase related to T. The sig-

nal described by equation 2.4 is still not necessarily periodic (see [9], page 305). In

order to have a spectral component at 1/ T, the pulse shape h(t) must have energy

outside the frequency range (- _1_,_1_). The power of the spectral component will
2T 2T

be related to the excess bandwidth of H(f) . Also note that this condition may

eliminate the usually desirable raised-cosine pulse if fast phase acquisition is

required.

The zero crossings of the filtered signal can be used to sample x( t) to recover

the data. This estimation of T by squaring is relatively simple and may produce

results close to that of the maximum-likelihood estimator.

For many cases of interest, 41e may take on values other than : nd.

Specifically, if Ale can be zero, then equation 2.1 is no longer true. One common

approach (e.g. [18] and [6]) is to detect level crossings of x(t) and use these to gen-

erate another sequence of pulses



x

p (t) = ~ tic ~ (t - Ie T - T)
Ie= x

7

(2.8)

where ,,(t) is a rectangular pulse and tic is 1 when there is a level crossing and aotb-

erwise. The signal p(t) is then filtered to find the timing wave w(t).

2.2.2 Filtering

The first method of filtering used in timing recovery was the parallel RLC cir-

cuit, also known as a tank circuit. Figure 2.2 shows a typical arrangement. The

signal z(t) is fed into the circuit via a transistor. In this case, s(t) is narrow and

approaches an impulse. The tank circuit is tuned to the frequency 1IT and will

oscillate in a sinusoidal fashion with a phase that is related to T. The presence of a

symbol ale *0 will cause the tank to ring. The envelope of this sinusoidal oscillation

will decay exponentially until the next non-zero symbol excites it, as shown in the

impulse response

where

__t_

h(t) = e 2RC cos(211'fc t) (2.7)

(2.8)

is the center frequency. This decay will limit the effectiveness of the tank to ride

through periods of consecutive zero symbols. Designers may impose constraints on

zero density [5] to avoid this problem. This method is simple but the tank must
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be precisely tuned in order to operate well.

A more recent method of filtering is through the use of a phase-locked loop

(PLL). Figure 2.3 shows a PLL set up for P AM timing recovery. In this case, the

nonlinearity is a pulse s(t) with a width of T /2. The PLL has the advantage of

using a lowpass filter instead of a bandpass filter as in the tank circuit. Typically,

a PLL takes longer than a tank circuit to acquire the timing of a signal. However,

absolute and relative stability of the filter is not critical to the functioning of the

PLL. Also there is no loss of accuracy due to rnistuning. Thus a PLL may perform

much better filtering of the timing wave.

For P M1 signals that allow ale = 0 it is necessary to disable the phase com

parator when one of these symbols is present. This disabling is analogous to the

function of the transistor in the tank circuit, and the operation of the PLL during

this time is similar to the period of free oscillation of the tank circuit.

Figure 2.2: Tank Circuit for PAM Timing Recovery
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~non-linearity

Figure 2.3: PLL for PAM Timing Recovery

The operation of the PLL is described by the equations below. The phase

detector performs a non-linear operation on the incoming signal z(t) and the clock.

The result is an error signal that is related to the phase difference between these

two inputs. The linearized equation for the error voltage is

(2.8)

where /c ll is the gain of the phase detector. The filtered version of this signal is the

control voltage to the Yeo. Assuming a one-pole filter the control voltage is (in

the frequency domain)

(2.9)

where f p is the filter pole. The veo is characterized by
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(2.10)

where f e is the center (free-running) frequency and gfJ is the voltage gain of the

Yeo. At steady state, f 0 is equal to the symbol frequency liT and

(2.11)

so that a frequency offset translates into a steady-state phase error.
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CHAPTER 3

3. DIGITAL METHODS

The methods described here are all or mostly digital in nature.

3.1 Digital Design Considerations

Designing a digital timing recovery scheme involves a different set of con

straints than does an equivalent analog implementation. In return for stability',

reproducibility, and ease of integration the digital designer gives up speed. Com

putational complexity of the timing recovery algorithm is an ever-present limit.

Specifically, floating point operations and trigonometric functions are not included

in most DSP chips.

Most digital PLLs also require analog to digital (A/D) conversion. Stability

and accuracy of the A/D function may set the limit on system performance.

3.2 Digital Implementations

The next four sections discuss various digital implementations of timing

recovery schemes.

3.2.1 State-Machine PLL

Unlike the next two methods of timing recovery, the state-machine PLL does

not need a DSP chip or a AID conversion. This PLL is constructed from simple
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digital building blocks such as flip-flops and counters. An example of this is the

LS297 [6] whose block diagram is shown in Figure 3.1. A one-shot is required to

generate the pulse stream p(t) shown in equation 2.3.

The phase detector generates a signal whose duty cycle is proportional to the

phase difference of the inputs. The phase error feeds into a modulo K up-down

counter. The parameter K controls the "Q" of the circuit as shown in Equation

3.2. The output of the up-down counter is a sequence of increments and decre

ments which increase and decrease the phase of the output clock. This phase shift

is performed by the increment-decrement counter by adding or deleting pulses of

the system clock. Since this is a time-discrete system, the input signal may be

sampled at intervals spaced 1/(2Nlc) apart.

Figure 3.1: State Machine PLL
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When phase-lock is achieved, the state-machine PLL can be described by

equations similar to 2.8 - 2.11. The phase transfer function is described by [6] as

1

1+-~
IefJ

where /cfJ is given by

Ie = _Jcd_M_f_c
v 2KN

For the LS297, led is selectable and is either 2 or 4.

The quality factor Q is given by

(3.0)

(3.1 )

(3.2)

It is apparent from equation 3.2 that the Q of the PLL can be set independently

from the choice of M and 2N.

3.2.2 Numerical PLL

This method of timing recovery is implemented on a DSP chip. The opera-

tion of a numerical PLL is similar [19], [20] to that of the analog PLL described in

section 2.2.2. A non-linear operation or a one-shot is required to produce a signal

p{t) suitable for filtering. The analog PLL described in section 2.2.2 is imple-

mented by the equations shown below. The phase comparison is done by multipli-

cation of the two signals:
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(3.3)

where Pic is the sampled version of P(t) . The error signal is filtered according to

(3.4)

where the pole a is some value close to but strictly less than one. The phase is

found from

(3..5)

which is in effect an integration of VA:' The numerical PLL will settle to a condition

where the phase of the recovered clock is 90 degrees ahead of the transmitted

sequence (for no frequency offset). Thus, zero crossings of the recovered clock may

be used to sample the transmitted data sequence.

3.2.3 MLE Approximation

This method described by equation 2.3 and is easily implemented on a DSP

chip. A block diagram is shown in Figure 3.2. The error signal ZIr, is an estimator

of the slope of the received signal at the sampling instant T. The slope is approxi

mated by a difference, so two samples per baud are required. The average value of

z. is zero when the phase estimate f is equal to the actual phase T. The matched

filter q. may usually be approximated by a low-pass filter. This may be a digital

implementation like the one in Equation 3.4 or an analog receive filter. In either

case, the output is sampled early and late to form the error sequence
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W:2..t-.!..!...J~.=l..U-~- abso lute val

Figure 3.2: MLE Approximation

(3.6)

which is digitally filtered as in Equation 3.3. The filtered signal VA: may be used to

generate a sine wave whose zero crossings are used to sample the input. A compu-

tationally simpler method is to use the signal Vk to control the period of a counter:

Tic =
k mod T=O

otheruns«

(3.7)

where ,. is some internal gain. Thus, the period of the counter is changed only at

the end of a period.

3.2.4 Baud-Rate Estimation

It is shown in [7], [8] that it is possible for the timing recovery section to

operate on only one sample per baud. This method uses the fact that there will be
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intersymbol interference (lSI) whenever the signal is not sampled at the optimum

time. A block diagram of a receiver is shown in Figure 3.3.

The timing function ZIc for two-level data is given in [7] as

(3.8)

where the X/c'5 are the data samples and the a/c'8 are the quantized estimates of the

transmitted data. To see the usefulness of this method, consider two adjacent

Nyquist pulses with rolloff r3 = 1.0, as shown in Figure 3.4.

Let the phase of the sampling clock be -0.2 (0.2 period early). From the

graph, X/c = 1.02, X/c 1 = 0.87, and both alc'~ are 1.0. The timing information Z/c is

then 1.02 - 0.87 = 0.15. This value is filtered and used to alter (retard, in this

case) the phase of the clock. Figure 3.5 shows a plot of ZJc versus timing phase for

three different rolloff factors. All three curves are very linear, and especially so

Figure 3.3: Baud-Rate Estimation
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near zero.

This method generates useful timing information whenever adjacent pulses

have the same polarity, i.e. the a's are equal. When the polarities are opposite, z"

= O. This fact can be used to simplify equation 1:

4k = 4. -1 = + 1

4k = 4. - 1 = - 1

otheruns«

(3.9)

Timing Information Example
Amplitude (v)

2.00
t

1.63

1.25

,
)tj(./70·"'~t,,

I
I
I,
I
J,

-----,

I
I
I
I

••I,
I
I,,
---------~~-----------

-.250

-.825

I
~.oo

1
3.20

I
2.~0

I·----4-----It----....
1.80

-1.00 I

-4.00 -3.20 -2.~0 -1.80 -. 00 -1.18e-7 .800

RelatTve Ttme (tIT)
Figure 3.4: Adjacent Nyquist Pulses
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This method also works for the four level case. If the coding used is k\1I, then this

method fails because adjacent pulse never have the same polarity. This can be

overcome by adding the received signal to a delayed version of itself. Now timing

information will be gained whenever a non-zero pulse is preceded or followed by a

zero pulse. As with the ~1LE approximation, the signal z. is filtered and used to

drive a Yeo.

The mean of ZIc is (from[7])

Timing Inform a tion
Amplitude (v)

1.00

.750

~-Oo

o-; ~ o· 5

O'\~ /.0

.500

.250

o

-.250

-.soo

-.7S0

I
1.00

I
.800.800

-1. OOJ.,....---f----+-----+-----t----1t---~_t:_:_--~-__::t_:--:t:~__:__t:
-1.00 -.800 -.800 -.~oo -.200 -2.Q8e-8 .200

Relative Time (tiT)
Figure 3.5: Timing Function
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(3.10)

where the pulse shape g(t) is a raised cosine function. This means that distortion

in the channel can lead to a steady state phase error. The variance (jitter) of Zk is

(again, from[7])

CT 2 = 1-" (k)2 + 9(1)2 + 9(- 1)
2

2 11 2 ~g 4

"

CT 2+ _N_

2P
(3.11)

for two-level data, where P is the signal power and CTN
2 is the noise power.
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CHAPTER 4

4. EFFECTS OF THE CHANNEL

This chapter considers the effects of the channel (including coding and noise)

on symbol timing recovery.

4.1 Channel Coding

Channel coding includes both digital coding and pulse shaping. The develop-

ment here follows that in section 5.2 of [9].

The systems of interest here are subject to power and bandwidth constraints.

Let the maximum transmit power be P, the bandwidth be W, and the noise power

be N o/2. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is then N:w For a number M of equidis-

tant levels, the (amplitude) distance d between levels is given by

2vPd=--
M-l

(4.0)

and the probability of symbol error is (for a matched filter, from [9]. equation 5.9)

M-l d
P, = --er/e( VN:)

M ·2 No

Substitution of equation 4.0 into 4.1 yields

(4.1)
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e M M-l
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(4.2)

The bandwidth required for transmission depends on the pulse shaping used. The

symbol rate liT required to transmit R, bits per second is determined by M:

R,
lIT = -

log2 M (4.3)

For Nyquist pulses with minimum bandwidth, W = lIT. Equation 4.3 can be re-

written as

(4.4)

While P, increases with M, the required bandwidth W decreases. Thus, the digital

coding of the transmitted stream involves a tradeoff of bandwidth and signal-to-

noise ratio (S~~).

Digital coding may be used to achieve results other than bandwidth compres-

sion. For example, bandwidth inefficient codes such as Manchester have been used

in systems where many transitions are desired for timing recovery (e.g. page 81 of

[21] and page 73 of [22] ). However, coding is normally used to decrease the

required bandwidth [11] or to introduce timing information without increasing the

bandwidth [8].

The pulse shaping of a transmitted signal affects the bandwidth required for

transmission. Nyquist pulse shaping has good bandwidth characteristics and is

usually used. However, Nyquist shaping has a deleterious effect on timing recovery
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schemes that need sharp edges [5].

4.2 Channel Impulse Response

The subscriber loop impulse response represents an impairment to the signal

due to two main effects: bandwidth limiting and reflection. The bandwidth limit

ing is proportional to the length of the cable. The reflection is due to the presence

of bridged taps. Figure 4.1 shows a typical subscriber loop with 2 bridged taps.

The impulse response is shown in Figure 4.2 and the magnitude of the frequency

response is shown in Figure 4.3. The impulse response shows the main pulse occurs

at a delay of 8 microseconds with echo pulses at 10, 13, and 18 microseconds. The

frequency response is down about 8 dB at the symbol rate of 192 Kb/s.

lkm

o en

lkm

200m

o en

500rn

400m
I------......~DT1-----.....

Figure 4.1: Subscriber Loop Topology
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Figure 4.2: Subscriber Loop Impulse Response
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Subscriber Loop Frequency Response
Power (dB)

o

-2.00

-~.oo

-6.00

-8.00

-10.0

-12.0

\
\

-l~.O

-16.0

aOD700600500..00300200100
-18.0

~O----+~--r----+----+----+----+----+---~--~-_---....

Fre (KHz)

Figure 4.3: Example Subscriber Loop Frequency Magnitude Response

4.3 Noise

Noise present in the channel will be caused by three main sources: thermal

noise of components, crosstalk, and imperfect echo cancellation (Ee). Echo refers
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to leakage of the near end transmitted signal through the hybrid transformer, Dot

to echos in the channel.

Thermal noise is usually considered to be white and gaussian. In-band

crosstalk due to adjacent signal pairs is not white in general, but if several pairs

are present the net effect is close to gaussian. This can be shown using the Central

Limit Theorem ( [23], section 8-5). The noise due to the echo canceler will be close

to white but not necessarily gaussian. However, it is 20 dB below the received sig-

nal. Thus, it is a fair approximation to assume a white Gaussian noise source.

Generation of gaussian noise is discussed in Appendix C. Results from [24]

and [25] are used.

Various line codes will be affected differently by noise. The variance of the

timing information Z/c for the BST is given in Equation 3.11. For the case of low

distortion (where g(k)==Q ), this simplifies to

(J' 2
(J' 2 == --!!-

... 2P
(4.5)

2
where aN is the SNR. Most of this jitter my be filtered out by the lowpass filter.

2P

4.4 Equalization

An adaptive equalizer [26], [9], [5] is almost always needed for robust opera-

tion. The equalizer may have a pronounced effect on timing recovery [1], [5], [10]

and so separate equalization paths may be required for the data and timing
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recovery paths.

The impulse response of a channel may contain spectral nulls. Equalization of

such a channel can degrade the signal to noise ratio by amplifying the noise in the

frequency ranges corresponding to the spectral nulls.
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CHAPTER 5

5. SWULATION AND COMPARISON

This section contains simulation results generated using the BLOSL\1 simula-

tor. BLOSIM is described briefly in Appendix B.

5.1 An ISDN Design Example

The U interface (digital subscriber loop) of the Integrated Services Digital

Network (ISD~) was conceived to make use of all of the advantages of digital

methods mentioned in Chapter 3. With the breakup of AT&T and the widespread

use of custom ICs has come the reality of ISDN and DSL. The confusion and

mixed goals of ISDN proponents are reflected in the alternate definitions shown in

Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Definitions of ISDN

Group

IEEE
Subscribers
BOCs
Judge Green & Co.

Definition
Integrated Services Digital Network
Innovations Subscribers Don't Need
I Smell Dough Now
I Still Don't Know

There are existing implementations [12], [14] of ISDN. Some of the design

considerations mentioned here are discussed in [15] and [13].
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Figure 5.1: Block Diagram of Receiver

To implement an ISDN receiver in a DSP type environment, it is desirable to

limit the number of samples per baud that must be manipulated by the processor

and the complexity of the operations performed. The baud-rate technique [7], [8],

[27] described in Chapter 2 needs only one sample per baud. The MLE approxima

tion in Chapter 2 [2] operates with only two samples per baud. A numerical DPLL

or a state-machine DPLL both require numerous samples per baud for accurate

operation. For this reason, they are probably not suitable for DSP applications.

Several signal formats for ISDN V-interface channels have been proposed.

Two level coding is simple but too inefficient for the severely bandlimited channels

to be used. Alternate mark inversion (AMI) has better spectral efficiency and has

been used for years in T-carrier (Tl, T2, T3, etc.) applications. Despite this, it

appears that the telecommunications industry is breaking new ground and is going
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to use a truly multilevel code. The industry that has given us such lovely appella

tions as B6ZS, TIC, and 7ESS has given birth to a new beauty: 2BIQ [13], [27].

This code takes 2 binary bits and encodes them in to a quatenary symbol; hence the

name. These simulations used ~\t1I, bipolar and 2B1Q coding.

Nyquist pulse shaping with various rolloff factors was used in the simulations.

No scrambling \\"as performed on the data, as it was coming from a pseudo-random

generator. At this point there seems to be no transition restrictions like the six

zero suppression on T-carrier lines. A transmission rate of 192 Kb/s was used, and

the impulse response of the channels used was calculated for a sampling rate of

1.92 Nlliz.

5.2 Receiver Topology

Listings of the major simulation blocks are appended to this report. Also

included is a listing of the BLOSIM simulation universes.

A topology like that in Figure 5.1 was used for the simulations. The block

x(t) was simulated by the galaxy shown in Figure 5.2. Initially, the incoming data

is sampled according to the free-running frequency and phase of the veo. The

sampled data is equalized according to error estimates generated by a quantizer

inside the timing function. The timing information is filtered and used to correct

the phase and frequency of the Yeo. An extra sampling and equalization path is

required for the :MLE approximation.



# data source for digital aubscri ber loop

# set up for 2 level data

#

# output 0 is the encoded digital data stream

# output 1 1S the signal after passing through channel

par am arg 0

param default

star data data

#use biphase encoding

param int 0

star encoder encoder

par am arg 1

star stretch stretch

par am arg 1

pararn default

par am float 0.50

star filtO filtnyq

param iot 1

par am atg 2

param tIoat 0.05

star fext random

pararn int 1

pararn arg 2

param Boat 0.0025

atar next random

star addO add

star add 1 add

param int 15

pararn file line.dat

pararn int 16

Itar line lconv

param float 1.0

star 10880 multiply

star (orkO fork

star for k l fork

param file vi.txt

star print! prmtfile

connect data 0 encoder 0

connect encoder 0 forkO 0

connect forkO 0 output 0

connect for kO 1 stretc h 0

connect stretch 0 filtO 0

connect filtO 0 fork 1 0

connect fork 1 0 addO 0

connect fext 0 addO 1

connect addO 0 line 0

connect line 0 add l 0

connect next 0 addl 1

connect addl a 10110 0

connect lassO 0 output 1

con nect fork 1 1 print1 0

30

Figure 5.2: Topology File data2.t

A Least Mean Squares (LMS) equalizer was included in the simulation to test

the interaction of the timing and equalization loops. A real implementation would

also have an echo canceler, which was neglected in this simulation. This is because
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of leakage of transmit power (echo) through the hybrid transformer due to imper

fect matching. An echo canceler removes most, but not all of the echo. However,

the residual echo appears as noise that is typically 20dB down from the received

signal. To simulate this, a signal to noise ratio of 20dB was used.

5.3 Simulation Results

These sections summarize the results of BLOSL\1 simulations of subscriber

loop receivers. The performance of the timing recovery is measured with several

user stars (listed in Appendix D). The star phi_meter.s was used to compare the

recovered phase to the optimum phase (corresponding to the center of the symbol).

All simulations were started with a worst-case initial phase error of 180 degrees.

The recovered data values were compared to the transmitted values with the

star check.s. This star deduces the delay between the transmitter and receiver by

performing a least-squares fit on the two data streams. It then flags errors as they

occur.

The plots will show the recovered phase quickly going to the optimum (or

close to it). Receiver errors will cease when the phase gets near the optimum.

Both simulation topologies use the same galaxy (data2.t, shown in Figure 5.2) to

simulate the transmitter and channel.
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5.3.1 Baud-Rate Technique

The topology file for the BST is listed in Figure 5.3. Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6

show the operation of this method for 2, 3, and 4 level data, respectively. The

graphs show the phase of the recovered clock relative to the center of the baud,

along with a plot of receiver errors. As the plots show, the recovered phase quickly

goes from the worst-case value of ~80 degrees to zero in all three cases. In each

case the data goes through a channel with a one-pole lowpass response. The 3dB

bandwidth of each channel is about half the baud rate. The equalizer is able to

remove most of the distortion as shown in Figure 5.7.

# digital subscriber loop

# baud-rate sampling timing estimation

# set up for two level data

param int 200

pararn int 10

param int 2000

lalaxy dataO data2.t

param file Yo.txt

star print! printfile

param file tx.txt

star print2 printfile

param file rx.txt

star print3 printftle

param file Ik.txt

star print4 printfile

param file elee k.txt

star print5 printfile

param file err•.txt

star print6 printfUe

param file eq.txt

star print7 printfile

param file sa.txt

star prlnt8 printfile

par am file phi.txt

star printg prrntfile

param int 1

star delayO delay

param int 8

star delay 1 delay

param iot 5

star delay2 delay

param iot 400

param iot 10

Itar clockO clok

param int 1

.tar boldO bold

param default

param int 1

param int 0

Itar eqO eqlms

param float 1.0



p ar arn float 0 03

star ageO age

#set up for 2-level data

p ar arn int 2

star beta bet

pararn int 10

par arn float -0.50

param int 1

pararn float 0.20

star dvcoO dveo

star cheekO check

param int 1

p ar arn int 0

star phla phi_meter

par arn file zk2 out

star statsD stats

star fork! lork

star fork2 fork

star for k3 for k

star for k4 for k

star forkS lark

star fork7 lark

star fork9 Ior k

param float 1 0

param float 0.0

star scopel scope

param float 0.01

param Boat 0.0

star scopeQ scope

connect dataO 0 for k2 0

connect fork2 a eheeleO 1

connect fork3 0 eheekO 0

connect d at afl 1 delayl a

con nect delay 1 a a.geD a
connect agcO 0 for k1 0

connect. forkl a holdO 0

connect holda 0 eqO D

con nect bst.O 2 eqO 1

connect eqO 0 fork7 0

connect fork7 a delayO 0

connect delayO a bstO 0

connect bst.O 1 fOTk3 a

connect beta 0 fork4 0

connect lork4 0 dvcoO 0

connect dvcoO a forkS 0

connect fork5 a holdfl 1

connect fork4 2 statsO a

connect lor k lIsco pe 1 0

connect scopel a prmt l 0

connect {ork2 1 print2 0

connect lork3 1 print3 a

connect lork4 1 print" 0

connect (arkS 1 prlntS 0

connect checkO a print6 0

connect (or k7 1 print7 0

connect lork! 2 prlnt8 0

connect forkS 2 print8 1

connect {orkg 1 prlnt8 2

connect clockO a delay2 a

connect delay2 0 {orkg a

connect lorkg 0 phlO 0

connect (arkS 3 phiO 1

connect phiO 0 scope9 0

connect Icopeg 0 print9 0
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Figure 5.3: Topology File for BST

As mentioned before, the topology shown in Figure 5.3 includes instrumenta-

tion not shown in the block diagram in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.8: Phase Acquisition Despite Errors

Figure 5.8 shows the results of a simulation using the impulse response of the

typical subscriber loop shown in Figure 4.1. 2BIQ coding was used. The timing

recovery section 15 able to recover the correct phase, but errors are occurring

because the equalizer is not able to remove the distortion of the channel.

5.3.2 Digital MLE Approximation

The topology file for the MLE approximation is almost the same as that listed

in Figure 5.3. The phase acquisition is shown in Figure 5.9. The results are very

similar to those of the BST.
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CHAPTER 6

6. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FURTHER RESEARCH

6.1 Summary

It is possible to accurately recover timing information from a signal using all

digital methods. There are many all-digital methods of symbol timing recovery

that are suitable for DSP implementations. These methods include state-machine

PLLs, numerical PLLs, an approximation to the maximum-likelihood estimator,

and the baud-rate sampling technique. A receiver for a digital subscriber loop is

simulated using each method of timing recovery, and the results are compared.

6.2 Conclusions

The state-machine PLL is very simple but requires many samples per baud for

good operation. It is suitable for recovering symbol timing when the symbols are

relatively time-limited and have steep edges. This limits its use to timing recovery

for binary symbols.

The numerical PLL also requires many samples per baud. The one-shot that

is usually required imposes the same restrictions as for the state-machine PLL.

The :MLE approximation and the baud-rate sampling technique are both com

putationally simple, rapidly achieve the correct timing phase, and will work well

with two, three, or four level signaling. The BST has the advantage of needing
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only one sample per baud instead of the two samples per baud required by the

MLE approximation. These features make it ideal for ISD~ applications imple

mented using DSP chips. Accurate equalization, and probably echo cancelation,

require more than one sample per baud.

Simulations indicated that timing acquisition and loop stability are very

dependent on the feedback filter and gain. For optimum performance, different

constants would be used for the acquisition and tracking phases.

6.3 Further Research

Much work is left to be done on the effects of noise on timing jitter in the BST

and MLE recovery methods.

These simulations neglected the effects of near-end echo (leakage through the

hybrid transformer) and its cancelation. Effective echo cancelation requires accu

rate and stable symbol timing. This may represent additional constraints on tim-

ing recovery.

The next step in this research would be to build an ISDN transmitter and

receiver using a DSP chip. Current chips would not allow a 160 or 192 Kb/s

transmission rate, but a slower system would show the feasibility of a DSP imple-

mentation of the baud-rate sampling technique.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A: Notation

Table A.I below shows the symbology used in this paper. In most cases,

upper case symbols are the frequency-domain representation of time-domain lower

case symbols. Symbols with a hat ( e.g. T ) are estimates of the true value. Syrn-

boIs with a bar are expected values ( e.g. a 2 = E[a 2 ] ) • All acronyms used are

shown in Table A.2.

Table A.I: Symbols Used

Symbol

Ie

4k, at
L,M
2d

T, T

T
f(t), G(f)
a

~

z(t), X(f)

9.
k (t), H(/)

Meaning

Time Index for Sampled Signals
Transmitted Symbol and Estimate
Number of Discrete Levels of Ck

Distance Between Levels of Ck

Phase of Transmitted Signal and Estimate
Transmitted Symbol Period
Pulse Shape
Pole of Filter
Rolloff Factor of Raised Cosine Pulse
Received Signal (Including Noise)
Sampled Version of %(t)
Double-Sided Noise Spectrum
Log-Likelihood Ratio
Output of Filter Matched to g(t)
Timing Recovery Filter Response
Phase Error Signal
Center Frequency of Tank or PLL
Control voltage for veo



Acronym

AID
AMI
BLOSIM
BOe
BST
CO
D/A
DSL
DSP
EC
FIR
iid
IIR
ISDN
lSI
LMS
LT
MAP
~E

MSE
NT
PAM
RLC
SNR
veo
2BIQ

Table A.2: Acronyms Used

Meaning

Analog to Digital (conversion)
Alternate Mark Inversion
BLOck SIMulator
Bell Operating Company
Baud-rate Sampling Technique
Central Office
Digital to Analog (conversion)
Digital Subscriber Loop
Digital Signal Processing (or Processor)
Echo Canceler (or Cancelation)
Finite Impulse Response (filter)
Independent, Identically Distributed
Infinite Impulse Response (filter)
Integrated Services Digital Network
Inter-Symbol Interference
Least Mean Squares
Line Termination
Maximum A Posteriori
Maximum Likelihood Estimator
Mean Square Error
Network Termination
Pulse Amplitude Modulation
Resistor, Inductor, Capacitor (Tank Circuit)
Signal-To-Noise Ratio
Voltage Controlled Oscillator
Two Binary (bits), One Quatenary (symbol)
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APPENDIX B

Appendix B: The BLOSIM Simulator

The simulations described in this paper were done using BLOSIM (BLOck

Sllv1ulator) which is described in [1]. This time-driven simulator was written by

David Messerschmitt and company at Berkley. Included in the distribution pack-

age are a tutorial [2], a reference manual [3], and a manual for the STARGAZE

preprocessor [4].

BLOSIM allows the user to concentrate on the functions of the blocks in a sys-

tern, instead of simulation housekeeping activities. Also, the use of BLOSIM by a

group encourages the generality and reuse of simulation blocks. BLOSN is

oriented towards UNIX type operating systems (i.e support of pipes and redirec-

tion). It may be used in a interactive mode or it may be invoked with a filename in

limpUISeQ~--~'hllUltiPlyQ~ rPrintfileQ!

uyl

Figure B.l: One Pole Fffi Digital Filter



which the topology file is stored. The easist way to describe the use of BLOSL\'1 is

through a simple example.

Consider the simulation of a one pole finite impulse response (Fffi) digital

filter. A block diagram is shown in Figure B.l. The blocks in Figure B.1 are

represented in BLOSL\1 as "stars." The whole simulation is called a "universe."

Each star is an instance of a procedure, so the names must be unique. For exam

ple, in Figure B.l, there are two multiply stars, each of which has a unique name.

The BLOSIM representation of the universe in Figure B.I is shown in Figure B.2.

Before a star is declared, its parameters are pushed on the BLOSIM stack. Some

stars such as fork have no parameters; others such as dvco in Appendix D have

several. After a star is declared its inputs and/or outputs are connected. The

simulation is then run by issuing a command of the sort "BLOSL\1 test.t" where

test.t is the file containing the listing shown in Figure B.2. The output would be a

file named "imp_resp" containing the data shown in Figure B.3.

As expected, the impulse response shows an exponential decay. This universe

could now be modified into a "galaxy" by adding inputs and outputs. A galaxy is

a collection of stars and/or galaxies that may be used as a block itself. Thus, BLO

81M supports the construction of simulations of systems represented by elaborate

nested block diagrams.

The STARGAZE preprocessor allows the user to create stars for BLOSIM.

Examples of user stars are listed in Appendix D.



# this is a bIosim universe called test.t
# first declare all stars and their parameters

param int 10
star impulseD impulse

param float 0.1
star multiplyO multiply

param float 0.9
star multiply! multiply

star addO add

star forkO fork

pararn int 1
star delayO delay

param file imp_resp
star printfileO printfile

# now connect them

connect impulseD a multiplyO 0
connect multiplyO 0 addO 0
connect multiply! 0 addO 1
connect addO 0 farkO a
connect forkO 0 printfileO a
connect forkf) 1 delayO 0
connect delayO 0 multiplyl 0

:# let 'er rip
run

Figure B.2: BLOSIl\o1 Universe ror One Pole FIR Digital Filter
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0.1
0.09
0.081
0.0729
0.06561
0.059049
0.0531441
0.0478297
0.0430467
0.038742

Figure B.3: Output of BLOSIM Simulation
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APPENDIX C

Appendix C: Generation of a Normal Distribution

Realistic simulation of communications systems requires the inclusion of the

effects of noise. Noise seen in these systems is usually assumed to be normal or

gaussian, and the most common way of generating gaussian numbers is the "sum

of twelve" method. This method is attractive becauses of computational simpli

city. However, it is an approximation based on the Central Limit Theorem and it

has the drawback of a hard bound on values generated. The polar method

described below generates a sequence whose distribution is exactly normal.

Another method not discussed here is the ratio of uniforms method [1] which is

also easily adapted to other distributions.

C.l.O Generation of a Uniform Distribution

The first step in either method is the generation of a sequence of integers a. in

the range [I,M) where M is some large integer. The notation ft [ft is the inclusive set

limit 'greater than or equal," while the notation ft)ft is the exclusive set limit

'strictly less than". Usually, this sequence is the output of a multiplicative genera

tor [2]. This method uses the results (modulo M) of a series of multiplications of

the form

rcn
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where c is an integer. This is the type of sequence generated by the Cl\IX system

call rand(). With judicious choice of M and c, this will generate all of the numbers

in the range [I,M-I] before repeating. For the cycle length to be M-l, the values M

and c must be relatively prime so that zero is never generated (if zero is ever gen-

erated, it will continue to be generated; this is called a fixed point). Also, M must

be prime and c must be a primitive root of M. If M is a prime and M-l is the smal-

lest number n such that c" mod M = 1 then c is a primitive root of M.

As an example, let c = 3 and M = 7. The table below shows the sequence

generated.

Table C: Example of a Multiplicative Generator

Ie ak -1 eaJc -1 ak

1 1 3 3
2 3 9 2
3 2 6 6

4 6 18 4

5 4 12 5
6 5 15 1
7 1 3 3

The sequence tile cycles every 6 samples. From this sequence Ale another sequence

can be generated from the expression

(C2)

which is iid (independent, identically distributed) and uniform in the range (0,1).
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C.I.! Sum of Twelve Method

The sum of twelve method uses the sum of 12 samples from the sequence bJc to

form one output sample. The mean of a variable with a R(O,I) distribution (uni-

form in the range (0,1)) is 1/2, and its variance is 1/12. Thus, the mean of this

sum is 6, and its variance is 1. The output sequence ~Jc is found from

12

Ylc = (2 blc ) - 6
1=1

(C3)

which has mean 0 and variance 1. Also, the shape of the distribution is close to

gaussian. However, the maximum value that may be generated is 6 and the

minimum is -6. A truly gaussian distribution has no such hard limits.

C.l.2 Polar Method

Numbers with a distribution that is exactly N(O,l) (normally distributed with

mean 0 and variance 1) may be generated [3] with the polar method. This method

is based on a fact concerning distribution functions. First, we get two numbers u

and v in the range (-1,1) from two values of the sequence 4 ••

u = 2r4nd ()
- 1

M

v = 2r4nd () - 1
M

(C4)

(C5)

Now consider (u,v) to be a point in the plane. Find the distance w to the origin.
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Use this value w to see if (u,v) is in the unit circle. If it is, find the value x.

(C6)

x =

V -2In(w),
w

find new u ,tJ

w in8ide unit circle

otheriuis«

(C7)

Since the values of u and v are independent, find two output values y and z.

y = uz

z = vz

C.1.3 Efficiency and Range of Values Generated

(C8)

(C9)

Not only is this method exact, it is efficient in terms of the number of uni-

formly distributed numbers used per sample. For the polar method, the efficiency

is the probability that (u,v) is in the unit circle, which is 2!.. This is about 0.79
4

which is much higher than 11
2

(= 0.083) for the sum of twelve. However, the sum

of twelve method has the advantage of computational simplicity. The range of

values generated depends on the choice of M. The extreme values of y and z occur

when u and v are close to zero, which in turn occur when 4., is close to M. We
2

have assumed that M is a prime for long cycle length. The constraint of c being a

M-l
primitive root of M forces c to be odd also. Then, the nearest values are -2- and
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M+l
2 Equations C4 and C5 map these into - ~ and ~ respectively.

min(lu I) = min(lv I) = ~
M

min(lw I) = 2M-2

max(lv I) = max(lz I) = V 4ln(M/v'2)
2M-2

Simplification yields

(CIO)

(CII)

(CI2)

(CI3)

For a typical M = 23 1 _ 1, the extreme value is 1.4 x 1010 which is much larger than

the sum of twelve limit.

C.l.4 Proof of Gaussian Distribution

The proof that this method generates a N(O,l) distribution follows. First, we

take note of a fact concerning probability distributions.

Let (U,V) have density function f(u,v) and let (Y,Z) = g(U,V) where g performs a
one-to-one mapping in a two-dimensional real space on the support of f. Then,
the density of (Y,Z) is given by

(C14)

where



au
a(u,v) = det dy
a(y,z) at'

dy

is the Jacobian of 9 -l(u ,v).

au
az
av
az
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(C15)

Note that capital letters correspond to random variables while lower-case letters

are dummy variables.

For the polar method,

f(u,v) = 1.. for (u,v) in the unit circle
'Tf

(C16)

and g-l(y,z) is irrelevant since f is a constant. Now we can define U and V in terms

of Y and Z. Let r(y,z) be equal to the reciprocal of g(y,z).

(C17)

Note that from C6-C9 we can find w in terms of Y and Z:

Rearranging yields

(CIS)

= w
(C19)

Making the substitution y=Y and z=Z, C17 can be re-written as



1 _ (II' +- .')

r(y,z) = (y2 T Z2) 2 e 4

Equations C8 and C9 can DOW be re-written in terms of r(y,z):

u = yr(v,z)

and

v = zr (y ,z)

By the product rule,

au ar- = r + y-
a~ all

au ar- = y-az oz

av ar- = z-
all 011

av ar
-=r+z-az az

The partials of r are

.E.!- - _ !!L
or 2

or rkz-=--
dZ 2

where
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(C20)

(C21)

(C22)

(C23)

(C24)

(C25)

(C26)

(C27)

(C28)
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Substitution of C27 and C28 into C23-C26 yields

aU t1 2a; = r(y,z)(l - "'2 k)

au vza; = r(y,z)( - "2 k)

B» uza; = r(y,z)( - "2 k)

aV z2a; = r(y,Z)(l - 7: k)

Equation C14 now becomes after cancellation

(C29)

(C30)

(C31)

(C32)

(C33)

h(y,z) = r(y,z)2
1T

(C34)

Substitution of C20 into C34 yields

_(,' + .1)
1

h(v,z) = ;;e 2 (C35)

which is the distribution function for two independent jointly gaussian variables.

In practice, U and V are sufficiently pseudo-random to assume independence.

Because the distribution function h(y,z) has no cross-term, Y and Z are indepen-

dent and we can use them as two separate values of a gaussian sequence.
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APPENDIX D

Appendix D: Maximum Likelihood Estimator

The first part of this appendix reviews the origin of the likelihood function as

In [1]. The second part outlines the derivation of the maximum likelihood estima-

tor and closely follows the presentation in [2].

The estimation of a parameter by observation of a signal corrupted by noise

can be viewed in probabilistic terms. Let the transmitted signal be S, the received

signal be x, and the noise be N:

X=S+N

The probability density of X is a conditional density of the form

1 [(X - 5)2]
Pxls = Pn(X-S) = :v;:exp-

(TN 2-rr 2(1~

(D.I)

(D.2)

when the noise is gaussian ( [1], page 52) and has a variance of C1~ = No· An esti-

mate of S is then based on observation of x. Usually we are interested in the

mean-square error (MSE). Equation D.2 then becomes (neglecting leading con-

stants)

PMSE = exp (...=.L f(X-S)2 dt ]
2(1~

(D.3)

This is the likelihood function usually used for maximization. Note that this is
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valid only for gaussian Daise.

Now we apply this likelihood function to the case of interest given in Section

2.1 by Equation 2.0. The optimum timing estimate T is that phase which rnaxim-

izes the signal and thus minimizes the probability of an error. This estimate is

based on observations of the received signal x(t). Neglecting constants, the likeli-

hood function is described [2], [3], [4] by

where E[·] is the expected value and

.,(t ;T) = L at 9 ( t - k T - T)
Ie

(D.4)

(D.5)

where g(t) is the pulse shape. It is reasonable to assume that the measurement

time Tm is much larger than the symbol time T and the data sequence is iid.

Then, all cross terms in the expected value will be zero. Equation D.4 can now be

simplified:

Expanding, (t ;T) yields

L(t) = E exp [~o! Z(t)I(t;t)dt] } (D.6)
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(D.7)

We are interested in a sampled version of D.7. Let q/c be the sampled output of a

matched filter as defined below:

T_

qk(f) = f :z{t)g(t-IcT-f)dt
o

(D.8)

Now, for a sampled system, the exponential of a sum in Equation D.8 can be

replaced by a product of exponentials

(D.9)

where the assumption of independence allows the expectation to be taken inside

the product. Recall that ale = ~d, ~3d, ..• :=(L-l)d. The expected value is

found from the sum over the equally likely values of ale:

(0.10)

where 2tl is the distance between transmit levels and Recall that

e. + e-· = 2cOIh(z). Grouping the exponentials to hyperbolic cosines yields:

{
2 £-1 ( u )}L(f) = n - ~ cosh Nq,,(fj

Ie L l=l,otld 0
(0.11)

We can find the maximum value of Equation D.ll by differentiation and then
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equating the result with zero. This is the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE).

We may also find the same result from the logarithm of D.II which is the log-

likelihood function.

... { [L -1 ld "j }I\(T) = In L (z) = L In L cosh(-qlf. (T)
If. 1=I,04d No

The derivative of D.12 with respect to T is

(D.12)

~ (2/-1)sinh ((2/-l)d q. (T»)
aA 1=1 No
_f\ =L
af Ie L'2 ((2l l)d ):L cosh - q"(T)

1=1 No

d dqlc (i-)---
No df

(D.13)

The middle term of D.13 (in braces) may expressed [2] as

(L -l)sinh [ (L;:)d q. (T) ) -(L + l)sinh ( (L;:)d q. (T) )

(
(L + l ld ) ((L-1ld )cosh No q"(T) -cosh No q. (T)

(D.14)

Note that as ~ gets large, the terms on the left side of the numerator and denom
No

inator of D.14 become much larger than the right side terms. Thus, for a large

SNR, D.14 can be approximated as

(
(L + l ld .. )(L-l)tanh No q.(T)

Substitution into D.13 yields

(D.15)
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(D.16)

which is the result given by Equation 2.1.
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APPENDIX E

Appendix E: Listings of Major BLOSIM Stars

This section contains the listings of the major stars used in the simulations

described in Chapter 5. Table E.l describes briefly the functions of the stars listed

in this appendix. These stars were used both on a VMS system and on a Ul"IX

system. All stars listed here were written by the author except for eqlrns.s and

filtnyq.s written by L. J. Faber and lconv.s written by ~1. R. Civanlar.

Table E.l: Table of Listed Stars

Star

agc.s
bst.s
check.s
dco.s
dvco.s
encoder.s
eqlms.s
filtnyq.s
hold.s
integrate.s
lconv.s
ls297.s
mle.s
phi_meter.s
phi_meter2.s
quant.s
random.s
shape.s
stats.s
wave.s

Function

automatic gain control
baud-rate sampling technique
data transmission error checker
sinusoidal output veo
digital output veo
digital line encoder
least-mean-squares (LMS) equalizer
nyquist pulse shaping
sample and hold
integration, fixed sum, or low-pass
linear convolution of data with impulse response
state-machine PLL
maximum-likelihood estimator of symbol timing
relative phase of digital data streams
relative phase of continuos data streams
quantizer
generates uniform, normal, or laplace distribution
arbitrary pulse shaping
calculates statistics of input signal
generates sine, square, or triangular waves
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Appendix E.I: Listing of agc.s

/* age.s */
/***************************************************************

agc()

****************************************************************
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Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the signal to be adj usted

y, the adjusted signal

Parameters: float outpeak, the desired output peak
float pole, the tracking filter pole

****************************************************************

This star performs automatic gain control. The first parameter
determines the output peak. If it is less than zero, any DC
component is blocked. The second parameter is the filter pole.

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

Prayson W. Pate
February 2, 1988
February 19, 1988
February 22, 1988

#include <math.h>

input_buffers
float X;

end

output_buffers
float y;

end

parameters
float outpeak;
float pole;

end
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declarations
int no_samples;
int i;
float z;
Boat absz;
double fabs();

end

initiali zatioD_code
if (outpeak == 0.0)

{
fprintf(stderr, "age: peak cannot be zero 0);
return(l );
}

else if (outpeak > 0.0) /* don't block de */
block = 0;

84

else /* do block de
{
block = 1;
outpeak = -l.O*outpeak;
}

de = 0.0;
inpeak = 0.05;

end

states
int block;
float de;
float inpeak;

end

main_code

*/

r note the minimum number of samples on the input */r buffers and iterate that many times */

for( no_samples=min_avail();no_samples >0; -no_samples)

{
it_out(O);
it_in(O);
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r find de component of incoming signal */
de = pole*x(O) + (1.0 - pole)*de;

r modify incoming signal */
if (block)

z = x(O) - de;
else

z = x(O);

/ * let peak exponentially */
inpeak = (1.0 - pole)*inpeak;

/* find peak of incoming signal */
absz = fabs( z);
if (absz > inpeak)

inpeak = absz;

if(inpeak > 0.0)
y(O) = outpeak*(z/inpeak);

else
y(O) = outpeak*(z*1000.0);

}
return(O);

end

wrapup_code
fprintf(stderr, "age: ending status 0);
fprintf(stderr," block = %d, output peak= %f O,bloek,outpeak);
fprintf(stderr," de = %f, input peak= %f O,de,inpeak);
end
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Appendix E.2: Listing of bst .s

j* bst.s */
j****************************************************- **********

bst()

****************************************************************

86

Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the signal of interest

y, the timing information
ak, the data estimate
ek, the estimated error

Parameters: int method, the method used

****************************************************************

This star simulates a bit synchronous phase detector. The output
is a series of DC samples suitable for driving a vco. The
first parameter determines the the type of function.

method function

2 2 taps, bipolar data
3 3 taps, bipolar data
4 3 taps, ami data
5 2 taps, four level data; simple expression
6 2 taps, four level data; uses consecutive symbols
7 2 taps, four level data; uses only large symbols

This method of timing recovery is described in the Mueller
and Muller paper "Timing Recovery in Digital Synchronous Data
Receivers" in the IEEE Transactions on Communications, vol COM-24,
number 5, May 1976.

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

Prayson W. Pate
August 17, 1987
September 14, 1987
October 1, 1987
October 6, 1987
~October 13, 1987
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November 5, 1987
November 10, 1987
December 3, 1987
February 22, 1988

*/

#include <math.h >

input_buffers
float x;

end
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ou tput_buffers
float y;
float ak:
float ek;

end

/* timing information
/* estimate of transmitted symbol */
/* estimate of error = ak - xk

*/

*/

parameters
int method = 2;

end

initialization_code
if ((method> = 2) && (method <= 7))

else
{
fprintf(stderr,

"bst: %d is an illegal method O,method);
return{I);
}

xkmO = 0.0;
xkm l = 0.0;
xkm2 = 0.0;
skmO = 0.0;
skml = 0.0;
akmO = 0.0;
akml = 0.0;
akm2 = 0.0;
est = 0.0;
zk = 0.0;
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thresh = 0.25;
peak = 0.0;
avg = 2.0;

if ((method == 2) I(method == 3))
{
slice = 0.0; /*datais+/-I.O */
}

else if (method == 4)
{
slice = 0.5; /* data is 0.0, +/- 1.0 */
thresh = 0.25;
}

else if ((method == 5)~method== 6))
{
slice = 2.0; r data is +/-1.0, +/- 3.0* /
}

end

states
float xkmO; r these are the data samples
float xkml;
float xkm2;

float skrnO; /* skmO = xmkO + xkml
float skrnl;

float akmO; r estimates of the digital data
float akml;
float akm2;
float est;

float zk; /* timing information
float thresh; /* threshold for ak's
float slice; /* threshold for est of data
float peak; /* largest input magnitude
float avg; r low-pass of absolute values

end

*/

*/
*/
*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

declarations
int no_samples;
float gkmO,gkml,gkm2;
int this_clock,Iast_clock;
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float abs_x;
dou ble exp();
double pow();
double fabs();

r note the minimum number of samples on the input */
/* buffers and iterate that many times */

for(no_samples=min_avail();no_samples >0; --no_samples)

{
it_out(O);
it_out(l);
it_out(2);
it_in(O);

abs_x = fabs(x(O));
if (abs_x > peak)

peak = abs_x;

avg = 0.95*avg + O.05*abs_x;

/* Propagate data through internal buffers. */
xkm2 = xkml:
xkml = xkrnO;
xkmO = x(O);
skm l = skmO;
skmO = xkml + x(O);
akm2 = akml;
akm l = akmO;

1* First, estimate the value of the received */
1* data. Then, make estimate of zk for timing */

/* bipolar data */
if ((method == 2) I(method == 3))

{
if (x(O) > 0.0)

{
est = 1.0;
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akmO == 1.0;
}

else
{
est = -1.0;
akmO == -1.0;
}

}

/* bipolar data, two taps */
if (method == 2)

zk = (xkmO*akrnl - xkrnl *akrnO)/2.0;

/* bipolar data, three taps */
else if (method === 3)

{
gkm2 = akrnl - akrnO*akml *akm2;
gkrnl = akrn2 + 2*akmO;
gkmO = -1.0 * (akm1 + 2*akmO*akml*akrn2);

zk = (gkmO*xkrnO + gkml *xkrnl + gkrn2*xkrn2)/3.0;
}

/* ami data */
else if (method == 4)

{
slice = avg;

if (xkmO > slice)
est = 1.0;

else if (xkmO < (-I.O*slice))
est = -1.0;

else
est = 0.0;

if (skmO > slice)
akmO = 1.0;

else if (skmO < (-l.O*slice))
akmf = -1.0;

else
r use soft limiting so that startup */
/* will work */

{
akmO = skrnO/slice;

10
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akrnO == powtakrnu.IO):
}

if (akml === akmO)
{
if (akml === 1.0)

zk == (skmO - skml)/4.0;
else if (akml === -1.0)

zk = -l.O*(skmO - skrnl)/4.0;
else

zk = 0.0;
}

else
zk = 0.0;

}

r four level data */
else if ((method === 5) I(method === 6) I(method == 7))

{
slice = avg;

if (xkmO > slice)
{
akmO = 3.0;
est = 3.0;
}

else if (xkmO > 0.0)
{
akmO = 1.0;
est = 1.0;
}

else if (xkmO > (-1.0*slice))
{
akmO = -1.0;
est = -1.0;
}

{
akmO = -3.0;
est = ~3.0;

}

if (method == 5)
zk = (xkmO*akml - xkml *akrnO)/4.0;

else if (method == 6)
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{
/* zk is nonzero only if adjacent

symbols are identical */
if (akrnO == akml)

{
if ((akrnO == 3.0) I(akmO == -3.0))
zk = (xkmO*akml - xkml *akmO)/3.0;
else
zk = (xkmO*akml - xkrnl *akmO)/(-l.O);

}
else

zk = 0.0;
}

else if (method == 7)
{
/* zk is nonzero only if adjacent

symbols are identical and are 3.0 • /
if (akmO == akrn l ]

{
if (akrnO == 3.0)

zk = (xkmO-xkml)/3.0;
else if (akmO == -3.0)

zk = -1.0*(xkmO-xkrnl)/3.0;
else

zk = 0.0;
}

else
zk = 0.0;

}
}

y(O) = zk;
ak(O) = est;
ek(O) = ak(O) - x(O);
}

return(O);
end

wrapup_code
fprintf(stderr, II bst: average value of input = %f O,avg);

end
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Appendix E.3: Listing of check.s

/* check.s */
/***************************************************************

check()

****************************************************••**********

Inputs: rx, the received data stream
ref, the reference (correct) stream

Outputs: err, true when an error is detected

Parameters: none

************************************************************~***

This star checks a recovered data stream against a reference. It
is assumed that the recovered stream is lagging the reference
stream by a delay of lag bits where 0 <= lag <= lag_max.

To perform the checking, a least-squares correlation is measured
between the recovered data stream and delayed versions of the
reference stream. The delay corresponding to the best fi t is used
to flag erros.
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Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

Prayson W. Pate
September 14, 1987
February 3, 1988
February 5, 1988
February 22, 1988

#define lag_max 10
#include <math.h>

input_buffers
float rx;
delay_max = lag_max + 1;

float ref;
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end

output_buffers
float err;

end

initialization code

if ((no_input_buffers() == 2) && (no_output_buffers() == 1))
,

else

return(l);

lag = 2;
pole = 0.1;

i = 0;
while (i < lag_max)

{
errs[iJ = 0.0;
++i;
}

end

declarations
int no_samples;
int i;
float smallest;
float abs_err;
double fabs();

end

states
int count = 0;
int lag;
float pole;
float errs[lag_max] ;

end

r note the minimum number of samples on the input */
/* buffers and iterate that many times */
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for(no_samples=min_avail();no_samples >0; --no_samples)

{
it_Qut(O);
it_in(O);
it_in( 1);

i = 2;
smallest = errs[2];

++count;

for(i=O; i < lag_max; i++ )
{
r Add in squared error */
abs_err = fabs(ref(i) - rx(O));
errs[i] = (l.o-pole) * errs[i]

+ pole*abs_err*abs_err;

if (errs[i] > 100)
errs[i] = 100.0;

if (errs[i] < smallest)
{
lag = i;
smallest = errs[i];
}

}

err(O) = ref(lag) - rx(O);

}
return(O);

end

wrapup_code
fprintf(stderr, "check: used delay of %d O,lag);

end
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Appendix E.4: Listing of d co.s

/* dco.s • /
/**************************************************************

dco()

*******************************************************.*******
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Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the signal of interest

y, recovered cosine signal
Z, recovered sine signal

Parameters: float center, the center period of
the recovered clock

float gain, the conversion gain (Hz/v)

*****************.***.*~*************************************~*

This star simulates a digitally controlled oscillator. The
outputs are a cosine wave and an inverted sine wave with a peak
value of 1.0. The descriptions of the parameters are listed below.

no. name type range function

o
1

center float
gain float

2 < center center period
0< gainl < 100 gain of dvco

The gain is in units of periods/volt. Thus, when the input
voltage is 0.5 volts and the gain is 0.5 the deviation will
be -0.25 periods.

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

include <math.h>

Prayson W. Pate
October 28, 1987
October 30, 1987
February 2, 1988
February 22, 1988



dco.s

parameters

float center == 8.0;
float gain == 1.0;

end

input_buffers
float x:

end

ou tpu t_buffers
float y;
float z;

end

initialization_code
if (center != 0)

else
{
fprintf(stderr, "dco: center period is zero 0);
return{l);
}

if ((gain <= 100.0) && (gain> = -100.0))

else
{
fprintf(stderr,"dco: gain is too large 0);
return(2);
}

center_freq = 1.0/center;
t = 0;
pi = 3.14159;
phi = 0.0;
pole = center_freq;

end

states
int t;
float pi;
float center_freq;
float phi;
float pole;
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end

declarations
int no_samples;
float freq;
double sin();
double cos();

end

main_code

r note the minimum number of samples on the input */
r buffers and iterate that many times */
for(no_samples=rnin_avail();no_samples >0; --no_samples)

{
it_in(O);
it_out(O);
it_out(l);

phi = phi + gain*x(O);

y(O) = cos(2.0*pi*center_freq*t + phi);
z(O) = -1.O*sin(2.0*pi*center_freq*t + phi);

++t;
}

return(O);
end
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Appendix E.5: Listing of d vco.s

/* dvco.s */
/****************************************.*********************

dvco()

***************************************************************

79

Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the control voltage

y, a square wave

Parameters: int center, the center period
float gain, gain factor for x
int order, order of the loop filter
float pole. pole of the loop filter

***************************************************************~

This star simulates a dvco (digital voltage controlled
oscillator). The output is a square wave with a high value
of 1.0 and a low of 0.0. A filter in the input path is
included. The parameters are listed below:

no. name type range function

o
1
2
3

center int
gain float
order int
pole float

2 < center center period
0< gainJ < 100 gain of dvco
o<= order <= 2 order of filter
o < pole < 1pole of filter

The gain is in units of periods/volt. Thus, when the input
voltage is 0.5 volts and the gain is 0.5 the deviation will
be -0.25 periods.

The filter is of one the following forms, where R is a
resistor, C is a capacitor, G is ground, B is a buffer, 0 is
a terminal, and liRe is the pole.

order = 0: in 0------0 out

order = 1: in D-R-+----O out



d v co.s

I
c
I
G

order == 2: in O--R-+-B-R-+-O out

I I
c c
~----+
G

The filters are implemented using a power series approximation
of the form

x(T+k) = x(T) + k*x'{T) +

where x'(T) is the derivative of x with respect to t evaluated
at T and k is small. In the Blosirn simulation, k = 1 and T = n.
For order = 0 the result is the trivial equation

out{n+l) == out(n).

For order = 1, the result is

out{n+l) = out(n) + out'{n).

Note that out' = (in - out)jrc. Thus,

out(n+l) = out(n) + k(in(n) - out(n))
= k*in(n) + (l-k)*out{n)
= kl *in{n) + k2*out(n)

where k = lire = pole. For order = 2,

out(n+l) = out(n) + out'.

Now let vc be the voltage on the first capacitor. Then,
out' = (ve-out)/re, and ve' = (in-ve)/re. There are now two
equations.

out(n+l) = out(n) + k*(ve(n)-out(n))
= k*vc(n) + (l-k)*out(n)
= k l *vc{n) + k2*out(n)
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vc(n+l) = kl*vi(n) + k2*vc(n)

81

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*j

Prayson \V. Pate
August 12, 1987
August 17, 1987
September 14, 1987
October 6, 1987
February 22, 1988

parameters
int center = 2;
float gain = 1.0;
int order = 2;
float pole = 0.3;

end

input_buffers
float x;

end

outpu t_buffers
float y;

end

initialization_code
if (center >= 2)

else
{
fprintf(stderr, "dvco: center period too small 0);
return(l);
}

if ((gain <= 100.0) && (gain> = -100.0))

else
{

fprintf(stderr, "dveo: gain of dvco is out of bounds 0);
return(2);



end

dvco.s

}

if ((order < 3) && (order> == 0))

else
{

fprintf(stderr, "dveo: order of filter is out of bounds 0);
return(3);
}

if (order == 1)
if ((pole < 1.0) && (pole> 0.0))

else
{

fprintf(stderr, "dveo: pole is out of bounds 0);
return(4);
}

if (order == 2)
if ((pole < 0.5) && (pole> 0.0))

else
return(6);

period = center;
hi_period = period > > 1;
low_period = period - hi_period;

count = 0;
vo = 0.0;
vc = 0.0;
kl = pole;
k2 = 1.0 - pole;
k3 = 1.0 - (2.0 * pole);
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states
int count;
int hi_period;
int low_period;
int hi_state;
float vo;

l" counts time */
/* length of time out is high */r length of time out is low */
/* true if outputting ones */
/* output of filter */



end

float vc;
float k l ;
float k2;
float k3;

dv co.s

r intermediate node variable
l" filter constant */
/ .. filter constan t */
/* filter constant */

*/

83

declarations
int no_samples;
int period;
int i;
float fperiod;
float vi,vo_new,vc_new;

end

main_code

/* note the minimum number of samples on the input */
r buffers and iterate that many times */
for(no_samples=min_avail();no_samples >0; --no_samples)

{
it_in(O);
vi = x(O);

/************************************************************

filter code section

************************************************************/
{
if (order == 0)

{
vo_new = VI;

vc_new = 0.0;
}

else if (order == 1)
{
vo_new = kl*vi + k2*vo;
vc_new = 0.0;
}

else if (order == 2)
{
va_new = kl*vc + k2*vo;
vc new = kl *vi + k2*vc;



end

dv co.s

}

vo == vo_new;
vc == vc_oew;

/*****.*****************************************************~*/

fperiod = center*(l - gain*vo);

/* force rounding */
period == fperiod + 0.5;

r if off-center, assume correction
will make vi go to 0.0 */

if (period != center)
{
vc = 0.0;
vo = 0.0;
}

if (period < 2)
period = 2;

hi_period = period > > 1;
low_period = period - hi_period;

}
for(count = 0; count < hi_period; ++count)

{
it_out(O);
y(O) = 1.0;
}

for(count = 0; count < low-period; ++count)
{
it_out(O);
y(O) = 0.0;
}

}
return(O);
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Appendix E.6: Listing of encoder ,s

/* encoder.s */
/******************************~****************.***************

encoder()

****************************************************************

86

Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the digital data stream (0,1)

y, the encoded output

Parameters: int code_type, specifies technique

****************************************************************

This star encodes incoming data according to the first parameter
as listed below. Values in parentheses indicate previous logical
values (0 or 1). Values in brackets indicate previously transmitted
values (0,+1,-1).

type name "0" code "1" code

o non-return-to-zero (NRZ) -1 +1
1 manchester -1 +1 +1 -1
2 differential manchester [-1]+1 -1 [-1]-1 +1

[+1]-1 +1 [+1]+1 -1
3 partial response (0) 0 (0) 1

(1) -1 (1) 0
4 alternate mark inversion (ami) 0 alt. +1 and -1

type name levels codes

5 2BIQ 4 -3,-1,1,3

type name "0" code "1" code

6 return to zero (RZ) 0-1 0+1

Programmer: Prayson W. Pate

Date: August 31, 198i



Modified:

*/

input_buffers
float x;

end

outpu t_buffers
float y;

end

encoder.s

October 1, 1987
October 13, 1987
November 2, 1987
December 3, 1987
February 1, 1988
February 22, 1988

86

declarations
int i,no_samples;
int this_x,last_x,last-y;

end

states
int sign;

end

parameters
int code_type = 0;

end

initialization_code
if ((code_type >= 0) && (code_type <= 6))

else
{
fprintf(stderr,

"encoder: code type %d is not allowed O,code_type);
return{l);
}

sign = -1.0;
end
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/* note the minimum number of samples on the input */
r buffers and iterate that many times */

for(no_samples==min_avail();no_samples >0; --no_samples)

{
if (x(O) > 0.5)

last_x = 1;
else

if (code_type == 5)
{
if (no_samples> 1)

it_in(O);
else

return(O);
}

else

if (x(O) > 0.5)
this_x = 1;

else

if (code_type == 0)/* biphase */
{
it_out(O);
if (this_x)

y(O) = 1.0;
else

y(O) = -1.0;

} -/else if (code_type == 1)/* manchester
{
if (this_x)

{
it_out(O);
y(O) = -1.0;
it_out(O);



else

en coder-vs

y(O) = 1.0;
}

else
{
it_out(O);
y(O) = 1.0;
it_out(O);
y(O) = -1.0;
}

}
else if (code_type == 2)/* differential manchester */

{
if (y(O) > 0.0)

last-y = 1;
else

last-y = 0;

if (this_x)
{
if (last-y)

{
it_out(O);
y(O) = 1.0;
it_out(O);
y(O) = -1.0;
}

{
it_out(O);
y(O) = -1.0;
it_out(O);
y(O) = 1.0;
}

}
else

{
if (last-y)

{
it_out(O);
y(O) = -1.0;
it_out(O);
y(O) = 1.0;
}

else
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else

encodervs

{
it_out(O);
y(O) == 1.0;
it_out(O);
y(O) = -1.0;
}

}
}

else if (code_type == 3)/* partial response
{
if (this_x)

{
if (last_x)

{
it_out(O);
y(O) = 0.0;
}

{
it_out(O);
y(O) = 1.0;
}

*/

89

else

else
}

{
if (last_x)

{
it_out(O);
y(O) = -1.0;
}

{
it_out(O);
y(O) = 0.0;
}

}
}

if (code_type == 4)/* alternate mark inversion */
{
if (this_x)

{
it_out(O);
y(O) = sign;
sign = 0.0 - sign;



else

en cod er-cs

}
else

{
it_out(O);
y(O) = 0.0;
}

}
else if (code_type == 5) /* 2blq */

{
--no_samples;
it_in(O);
it_out(O);

if (this_x)
{
if (x(O) > 0.5)

y(O) = 3.0;
else

y(O) = 1.0;
}

else
{
if (x(O) > 0.5)

y(O) = -1.0;
else

y(O) = -3.0;
}

}
else if (code_type == 6)/* modified biphase • /

{
it_out(O);
y(O) = 0.0;

if (this_x)
{
it_out(O);
y(O) = 1.0;
}

{
it_out{O);
y(O) = -1.0;
}
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end

}
return(O);

}

encodej-.s 91
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Appendix E.7: eqlrns.s

/* eqlms.s */
/************************************************************

eqlrns()

*************************************************************

92

Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the raw data stream

y, the equalized data stream

Parameters: int ntaps, the number of taps
int srnplbd, the oversampling rate
int first_sample, the index of the first

transmitted sample

****************************************************************

This star implements an lms adaptive equalizer for a data channel.
The equalizer is implemented as a transversal filter, and the taps
are spaced at the baud period.
There are two input channels, data samples and error. There is one
output channel, equalizer estimate. It is assumed that there is a
unity delay implemented outside this star, from estimate output to
error input.
- Parameter one is the number of taps, 32 maximum.
- Parameter two is the oversampling rate, "smplbd" (samples per baud).
- Parameter three is the index of the sample that corresponds to the
center of the first transmitted baud. Transmission delay and
baud width (in samples) can be accommodated with this parameter.

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

L.J. Faber
Oct 1987
November 5, 1987 by Prayson Pate
February 22, 1988

#include <math.h>
#define MAXTAPS 32



eqlrns.s

parameters

int ntaps = 8;
int smplbd = 8;
int first_sample = 4;

end

states

int smpl_time = first_sample;
float tap[MAXTAPS];
float inpower = le-2;

end

delay_max = ntaps*smplbd;
float x;
float error;

end

output_buffers

float y;
end

declarations

int i;
float alpha;
float output;

end

initialization_code

if(ntaps > MAXTAPS [smplbd < 11first_sample < 0) {
fprintf(stderr, "eqlms: improper parameterO);
return(l);

}
tap[O] = 10.3; tap[l] = -3.6;
tap[2] = 3.1; tap[3] = -.3;
tap[4) = 1.1; tap[5] = .4;
tap[6) = .3; t~p[7J = .4;

end
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main_code
if(avail(O) >= srnplbd + srnpl_tirne && availi l ] > 0) {

for(i=O; i < smplbd + smpl_tirne; i++) it_in(O);
smpI_time = 0;
it_in( 1);

r Update input power state variable */
inpower = .96*inpower + .04*x(0)*x(O);
alpha = error(O)/(ntaps * inpower * 10.);
/* LMS update taps */
output = 0;
for(i=O; i <ntaps; i++) {

tap[i] += alpha * x((i+l)*smplbd);
output +== tap[i] * x(i*smplbd);

}
it_out(O);
y(O) == output;

}
return(O);

end

wrapup_code
printf(" 0);
printf("******* eqlms ending parameters ********** 0);
printf("input power = %f O,inpower);
for(i=O; i< ntaps; i++)

printf( "tap[%d] = %f 0, i, tap[i]);

end
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Appendix E.8: Listing of filtnyq.s

/* filtnyq.s */
/*************************************************************

filtnyq()

**********************************************************.***

96

Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the unencode data stream

y, the pulse shaped data stream

Parameters: int samplbd, the oversampling rate
·int fftexp, the length (log2) of the FFT
float beta, the rolloff factor of the pulse

********.*******************************************************

This star performs Nyquist pulse shaping for a baseband
transmitter. See Carlson, Communications Systems, page 381.
The filter impulse response is time limited to 12 baud intervals.
The input data is assumed to be oversampled at a rate which is specified
by the first input parameter 'smplbd' (integer).
The second parameter 'fftexp' specifies the length of the FFT to be
used, with 2"fexp the FFT length.
The third parameter 'beta' specifies the filter rolloff rate in the
frequency domain. 0 < beta <= .5

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

L.J. Faber
Jan. 14, 1987
February 22, 1988 by Prayson Pate

#include <math.h >
#define PI 3.1415926
#define IMPBAUD 12

parameters

int smplbd = 8;
int fexp = 8;

r baud intervals of impulse response */



flltnyq.s

float beta = .5;
end

states

float* nyqfilt;
float* temp;
float" save;
int pcount;

end

float x;
end

float y;
end

declarations

char *calloc();
int i;
int j;

int fftl = 1 < < fexp; /* FFT length */
int impl = IMPBAUD * smplbd; /* impulse response length */
float freq; /* fractional norm. frequency */

end

initialization_code

if(smplbd < 11 fexp < 71 beta <= 0.1 beta> .5) {
fprintf(stderr, "filtnyq: improper parametersO);
return(l);

}
if(((nyqfilt = (ftoat*)calloc(fftl,4)) == NULL) I

((temp = (float*)caIloc(fftl,4)) == NULL) I
((save = (float*)calloc(impl,4)) == NULL)){

fprintf(stderr, "filtnyq: can't allocate work spaceD);
return(l);

}
/* Compute frequency response and load in 'real fft' form */
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filtny q.s

/* Frequency is normalized by baud rate * j
for(i=O; i< fftl/2; i++) {

freq = i * ((float) smplbd / fftl);
temp[2*i+l] == 0.;
if(freq <= .5 - beta) temp[2*i] = 1.;
else if(freq >= .5 + beta) ternp[2*i] = 0.;
else /* frequency in rolloff region • j

temp[2*i) = cos(PI*(freq-.5 + beta)j(4.* beta));
}
/* Construct realizable, truncated impulse response */
rfti( temp, fftl);
for(i=O; i < fftl; i++) {

if(i < impl)
nyqfilt[i) = temp[{fftI+i-impl/2)%fftl];

else
nyqfilt[i] = 0;

}
/* Back to frequency response form */
rfft(nyqfilt, fftl);

for(i=O; i < impl; i++)
temp[i] = 0.;

/* adjust to remove filter delay */
pcount = irnpl/2;

g7

while(it_in(O)){
temp[peount++] = x(O);
if(peount == fill){

for(i = 0; i < impl; i++)
save[i] = temp[fftl- impl + i];

rfft(temp,fftl);
cmultfft(temp, nyqfilt, fftl);
rfti(temp,fftl);
for(i = impl; i < fill; i++) {

it_out(O);
y(O) = temp[i];

}
peount = impl;
for(i = 0; i < impl; i++)

ternp[i] = save[i];



end

}
}

filtnyq.s 98

end

free(( char*)temp);
free( (char*)nyqfilt);
free( (char*)save);
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Appendix E.g: Listing of hold .s

/* hold.s */
/**************************************************************

hold.s

****************************************************************

99

Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the data stream

y, the chosen samples of x

Parameters: int edge, the clock edge to use

****************************************************************

This star simulates a sample and hold circuit. The lone parameter
specifies the clock edge (1 = rising, -1 = falling, 0 = either).

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

Prayson W. Pate
July 29, 1987
September 14, 1987
October 1, 1987
February 3, 1988
February 22, 1988

parameters
int rising = 1;

end

input_buffers
float x;
float clock;

end

output_buffers
float y;

end

declarations



hold.s

int this_clock,last_clock,get_sample;
int no_samples;

end

initialization_code

if ((rising >= -1) I(rising <= 1))

else
return(l);

end

states
float hold_sample;

end

rnainjcode

r note the minimum number of samples on the input */
r buffers and iterate that many times */

for(no_samples=min_avail(); no_samples >0; -no_samples)

{
if (clock(O) > 0.5)

last_clock = 1;
else

it_in(O);
it_in(l);

if (clock(O) > 0.5)
this_clock = 1;

else
this_clock = 0;

get_sample = 0;

if «rising == 1)I(rising == 0))
{
if (this_clock && !last_clock)

get_sample = 1;
}

if((rising == -1) I(rising == 0))
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end

hold.s

{
if (~this_clock && last_clock)

get_sample == 1;
}

if (get_sample)
{
hold_sample = x(O);
it_out(O);
y(O) = hold_sample;
}

}

return(O);
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Appendix E.I0: Listing of integrate.s

/* integrate.s */
/**************~*****.******************************************

in tegrate()

***************************************************************-

102

Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the data stream

y, the fil tered version of x

Parameters: int operation, specifies filter
int n, function depends on operation

****************************************************************

This star integrates the incoming signal. The first parameter
determines the method. The function of the second parameter
depends on the first.

parrn l operation parm2

o
1
2

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

summation of all samples
summation of last n samples
low-pass of input; pole = l/n

Prayson W. Pate
October 9, 1987
October 14, 1987
February 22, 1988

n
n

#define lag_max 99
#include <math.h>

input_buffers
delay_max = lag_max + 1;
float x;

end



else

integrate.s

output_buffers
delay_max = lag_max + 1;
float y;

end

parameters

int operation = 0;
int n = 2;

end

initialization_code

if (operation == 0)

else if (operation == 1)
{
if (n < lag_max + 1)

{
if (n > 0)

else
{

fprintf(stderr, "integrate: length of window too small 0);
returnt l ):
}

}

{
fprintf(stderr, "integrate: length of window too large 0);

return(2);
}

}
else if (operation == 2)

{
if (n > 1)

pole = 1.0/n;
else

{
fprintf(stderr, "integrate: pole is less than 1 0);

return(3);
}

}
else

{
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else

ln t.egr-at.e.s

fprin tf(stderr, "in tegrate: illegal operation 1 0);
return(4);
}

total = 0.0;

end

declarations
int no_samples;
int i;

end

states
float pole;
float total;
float count = 0.0;

end

main_code

r note the minimum number of samples on the input */
r buffers and iterate that many times */

for(no_samples=min_avail();no_samples >0; -no_samples)

{
it_out(O);
it_in(O);
count = count + 1.0;

if (operation == 0)
{
total = total + x(O);
y(O) = total/count;
}

else if (operation == 1)
{
total = total + x(O) - x(n);
y(O) = total/n;
}

{
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end

}
return(O);

integrate.s

total = pole*x(O) + (1.0 - pole)*total;
y(O) = total;
}
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Appendix E.II: Listing of lconv.s

/* lconv.s */
/*************************************************************

lconv()

**************************************************************

106

Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the signal of interest

y, the convolved signal

Parameters: int irplgth, the length of the impulse
response of the filter

file irf_name, the name of the file
containing the impulse response

int fftl, the length of the FFT

**************************************************************.*

Function convolves its input signal with a finite length,
"irplngth ", impulse response sequence stored in the file
specified by the parameter" irf_name", using the overlap
save method (Oppenheim & Schafer, Digital Signal Processing,
pp. 113) and "fi'tl" points FFT.

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

M. R. Civanlar
November 16, 1986
February 22, 1988 by Prayson Pate

#include <math.h>

parameters
int irplngth;
file irf_name = "irf.dat";
int fftl;

end

states
float* temp;
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Boat* iresp;
float* save;
F~E· fp;
int pcount = 0;
int strt = 1;

end

input_buffer
float x;

end

autput_buffer
float y;

end

declarations
char *ealloe();
int i;
int j;
float real;
float imag;

end

initialization_code
if(irplngth < (2.89 * log((fioat)fftl) + 1))

fprintf(stderr, "leonv: direct convolution may be fasterO);
if(((temp = (fioat*)calloe(fftl,4)) == NULL) I

((iresp = (float*)ealloe(fftl,4)) == NULL) I
((save = (float*)ealloc(irplngth,4)) == NULL)){
fprintf(stderr, "lconv: can't allocate work spaceD);
return(l);
}

if((fp = fopen(irf_name, "r")) == NULL){
fprintf(stderr,"lconv: impulse response does not existO);
return(l);
}

for(i = 0; i < fftl; i++)iresp[i] = 0;
for(i = 0; i < irplngth; i++)fscanf(fp, "%f" ,&iresp[i]);

end

main_code

while(it_in(O)){
temp[pcount] = x(O);
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pcount++;
if(strt && (pcount == irplngtb)){

for(i = 0; i < irplngth; i++){
real = 0.;

for(j = 0; j <= i; j++) real += (ternp[j] * iresp]i - j]);
it_out(O);
y(O) = real;
}

rfft( iresp ,fftl);
strt = 0;
}

if(pcount == fftl){
for(i = 0; i < irplngth; i++ )save[i] = temp[fftl-irplngth+i];
rfft( temp ,fftl);
temp [0] *= iresplO];
tempjI] *= irespj l ];
for(i = 2; i < fftl; i += 2){

real = temp[i] * iresp[i] - temp[i + 1] * iresp[i + 1];
imag = temp[i] * iresp]i + 1] + temp[i + 1] * iresp[i);
temp[i] = real;
temp[i + 1] = imag;
}

rfti( temp ,fftl);
for(i = irplngth; i < fftl; i++){

it_out(O);
y(O) = ternp[i];
}

pcount = irplngth;
for(i = 0; i < irplngth; i++)temp[i] = save[i];

}
}

end

wrapup_code
free((char*)temp);
free((char*)iresp);
free((char*)save);
fclose(fp);

end
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Appendix E.12: Listing of 19297.8

/* Is297.s */
/***************************************************************

Is297()

****************************************************************

109

Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the signal of interest

y, a square wave synchronized to x

Parameters: int det_type, phase detector operation
int k, the filter factor
int tau, center period of y

*~**************************************************************

This star simulates a Is297 digital phase-locked loop. The
user parameters are listed below:

number type mm max function

o
1
2

int
int
int

o 2 type of pll
2 (2"14)-1 filter factor
16 (2

A 14)-1 period of recovered clock

timing function

~--~-~--~---------~--~--~-----~-~---~----~-------------

o
1
2
3

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

cw edge-controlled phase detector
cw exclusive-or phase detector
burst input enables correction of period
de digital veo

Prayson W. Pate
July 10, 1987
October 6, 1987
February 22, 1988



*/
#define
#define
#define

delay 10
true 1
false 0

18297.8

/* feedback delay */

110

parameters
int det_type = 1;
int k = 3;
int tau = 16;

end

input_buffers
float x;

end

output_buffers
float y;

end

declarations
int no_samples; r number of samples at input x */
int x_in; /* integer version of input */
int phase; r output of phase detector */
int phi_a; /* input phase a (external input) */
int phi_b; /* input phase b (internal feedback) */
int a_h_l; r input phase a is falling */
int b_h_l; /* input phase b is falling */
int enable; r enables k counter */
int parm_max; r maximum value for k and tau */
int down; /* true if count direction is down */
int id_output; r output from id_counter */
int n_output; r output of divider */
int i;
float float-y;

end

states
int total;
int clock;
int last_dir;
int last_a;
int last_b;
int k_count;
int last_inc;

/* total number of samples processed
/* clock for all functions; period = 2
/* last count direction
/* last phi_a */
/* last phi_b */
r count of ud_counter
/* remembers last increment (carry)

*/
*/
*/

*/
*/
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int last_dec; r remembers last decrement (borrow) */
int carry; r true if k counter overflows */
int borrow: /* true if k counter underflows */
int last_id; r remembers last id_count */
int ready; r id_counter is ready to count */
int add; /* id_counter waiting to add a pulse */
int sub; r id_counter waiting to eat a pulse */
int n; r limit for divider */
int n_count; /* count of divider */
int buffer[delay]; /* output buffer */

end

initialization_code

if ((no_input_buffers() == 1) && (no_output_buffers() == 1))

else
return(l );

if ((det_type >= 0) && (det_type <= 3))

else
return(2};

parm_max = 1 < < 14 ;

if ((k > 1) && (k < parm_max))

else
return(3);

if ((tau >= 8) && (tau <= parm_max))
n = tau» 3;

else
return(4);

clock = false;
carry = false;
borrow = false;
ready = false;
add = false;
sub = false;
n_output = false;
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last_a = 0;
last_b = 0;
last_inc = false;
last_dec = false;
last id = O'- ,
last_dir = 0;

n_count = 0;
k_count =: 0;

total =: 0;

i = 0;
while (i < delay)

{
buffer[i] =: 0;
++i;
}

end

main_code

/. note the minimum number of samples on the input */
r buffers and iterate that many times */

total = total + min_avail();
for(no_samples=min_avail();no_samples >0; -no_samples)

{
it_in(O);
it_out(O);
clock = !clock;

if(x(O) > 0.5)
x_in = 1;

else

/*****************************************************

detector code section

***********.****••***********************************/
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18297.8

if (det_type == 2)
{
enable = x_in;
down = bufferjdelay-I];
}

{
phi_a = x_in;
phi_b = buffer[delay-l];
enable = true;

if (det_type == 3)
phase = x_in;

else if (det_type == 1)
phase = phija " phi_b;

else if (det_type == 0)
{
if(!phi_3 && last_a)

3_h_1 = true;
else

if(!phi_b && last_b)
b_h_l = true;

else

if(a_h_l && !b_h_l)
phase = false;

if(!a_h_l && b_h_l}
phase = true;

if(a_h_l == b_h_l)
phase = last_dir;

last_a = phi_a;
last_b = phi_b;
}

down = phase;
last_dir = down;
}
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/***************************~**************.******~.**

ud_counter code section

*****************************************************/

if(clock & enable)
{
if (down)

{
if(k_count <= 0)

{
k_count = k-l;
borrow = true;
carry = false;
}

else
{
-k_count;
borrow = false;
carry = false;
}

}
else

{
++k_count;
if{k_count >= k)

{
k_count = 0;
carry = true;
borrow = false;
}

else
carry = false;
borrow = false;

}
}

/*****************************************************.
id_counter code section

114
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***********************************x**************_**/

r check for rising edges on carry and borrow */
if (carry && !last_inc)

add = true;

if (borrow && !last_dec)
sub = true;

115

/* update state variables
last_inc = carry;
last_dec = borrow;

*/

j********************-*****************************
with no increments or decrements, the id_counter
outputs a pulse every other clock period (when ready
is true). An increment forces an extra pulse and a
decrement forces one less pulse.
******************************.*******************/

if (clock)
{
if (ready && !sub)

{
id_output = 1;
}

else if (ready && sub)
{
id_output = 0;
sub = false;
}

else if (!ready && add)
{
id_output = 1;
add = false;
}

ready = !ready;

}
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/*******.*************~*******************************

divider code section

*****************************************************/

if (id_output && !last_id)
{
++n_count;
if{n_count >= n)

{
n_count = 0;
if(n_output)

n_output = 0;
else

}
}

/****.************************************************

delay code section

*****************************************************/

i = delay-I:
while(i > 0)

{
buffer[i] = bufferji-I]:
-1;
}

buffer[0] = n_output;

/* detector type 3 uses external feedback and therefore
external delay */

if (det_type == 3)
{
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if(buffer[O] )
y(O) = 1.0;

else
y(O) = 0.0;

}
else

{
if(bufIer [delay-I])

y(O) = 1.0;
else

y(O) = 0.0;
}

}

return(O);
end

/***************************************************************
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Appendix E.13: Listing of mle.s

/* mle.s */
/***~~************************************.*********************

mle()

****************************************************************

118

Inputs:

Outputs:

xa, the early samples of the data stream
xb, the late samples of the data stream

zk, the timing information
ak, the estimates of the transmitted symbols
eka, the error estimates for xa
ekb, the error estimates for xb

Parameters: int I, the number of transmit levels

****************************************************************

This star simulates a maximum likelihood phase detector. The
output is a series of DC samples suitable for driving a Yeo.

This method of timing recovery is described in the Gitlin and
Salz paper "Timing Recovery in PAM Systems" in the May-June 1971
issue of the Bell Systems Technical Journal.

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

Prayson W. Pate
February 1, 1988
February 22, 1988

#include <math.h>

input_buffers
float xa;
float xb;

end

/* this is the data stream sampled early" /
r this is the data stream sampled late • /

output_buffers
float zk; /* timing information */



float ak:
float eka;
float ekb;

end

parameters
int I;

end

mle.s

/* estimate of transmitted symbol */
1* estimate of error = ak - xka
1* estimate of error = ak - xkb

1* number of transmit levels = 2*1

*/
*/

*/
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initialization_code
if ((1 > 0) && (1 < 3))

else
{
fprintf(stderr,

"mle: Illegal number of transmit levels 0);
return(l);
}

thresh = 0.25;
peak = 0.0;
avg = 2.0;

if (I == 1)
{
slice = 0.0; r data is + /-1.0 *1
}

else if (1 == 2)
{
slice = 2.0; r data is +1-1.0, +/-3.0 */
thresh = 0.25;
}

/*

*/

end

states

printf("O);
printf(" mle parameters -----0);
printf("no. of levels = %d II ,1); .
printf(IIthreshold = %f, slice = %f O,thresh,slice);

printf("O);



end

mle.s

float thresh; /* threshold for ak 's */
float slice; r threshold for est of data */
float peak; r largest input magnitude */
float avg; /* low-pass of absolute values */

120

declarations
float xka;
float xkb;
float xk;

r these are the early data samplesr these are the late data samples */
r this is the average of xka and xkb

*/

*/

int no_samples;
int no_cycles;
float abs_x;
double exp();
double pow();
double fabs();

end

main_code

/* note the minimum number of samples on the input */
/* buffers and iterate that many times */

for(no_samples=min_avail(); no_samples >0; -no_samples)

{
it_out(O);
it_out(l);
it_out(2);
it_out(3);

it_in(O);
it_in(l);

abs_x = fabs(xa(O));
if (abs_x > peak)

peak = abs_x;
avg = O.95*avg + O.05*abs_x;

xka = xa(O);
xkb = xb(O);
xk = (xka + xkb)/2.0;



mle.s

/* First, estimate the value of the received */
r data. Then make estimate of zk for timing. */

if (I == 1) r bipolar data */
{
if (xk > slice)

ak(O) = 1.0;
else

ak(O) = -1.0;
}

else if (1==2)
{
if (xk > slice)

ak(O) = 3.0;
else if (xk > 0.0)

ak(O) = 1.0;
else if (xk > (-I.O*slice))

ak(O) = -1.0;
else

ak(O) = -3.0;
}

zk(O) = fabs(xka)-fabs(xkb);
eka(O) = ak(O) - xka;
ekb(O) = ak(O) - xkb;
}

return(O);
end

wrapup_code
fprintf(stderr, "mle: average value of input = %f O,avg);

end
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/* phi_meter.s */
/**********************************-*.***************-**********

***********************************-****************************

122

Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the signal of interest
ref, the reference signal

phi, the phase difference in degrees

Parameters: int edge, the edge to trigger on
int sync, specifies if a value is to be

output for every input sample

*****-*****************************.********.***.***************

This star finds the relative phase of a signal to a reference.
Both signals are assumed to be digital and between 0.0 and 1.0.
One parameter specifies the trigger edge (true for rising, false
for falling). The other specifies the output rate (synchronous
or one per cycle). The output is the phase difference of the
chosen edges in degrees.

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

#define
# define

Prayson W. Pate
June 2, 1987
August 17,1987
September 2, 1987
October 1, 1987
December 3, 1987
February 2, 1988
February 22, 1988

true 1
false 0



float x:
float ref;

end

ou t put_buffers
float phi;

end

parameters
int edge = 1;
int sync = 1;

end

states
int ref_count;
int x_count;
float tau;
int counting;
Boat last_phi;
float phi_max;

end
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declarations
int no_samples;
int this_x,last_x,x_falling,x_rising;
in t this_ref, last_ref,ref_falling,ref_rising;

end

initialization_code
if ((edge> = 0) && (edge> = 1))

else
return(l);

ref_count = 0;
x_count = 0;
counting = 0;
phi_max = 180;
tau = 0.0;

end

maia..code



for( no_sarnples= min_avail();no_samp les >0; --no_samples)
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{
r read x and check for edge
if (x(O) > 0.5)

last_x = 1;
else

if (x(O) > 0.5)
this_x = 1;

else

if (!this_x && last_x)
x_falling = 1;

else

if (this_x && !last_x)
x_rising = 1;

else

/* read ref and check for falling edge

if (ref(O) > 0.5)
last_ref = 1;

else

if (rer(O) > 0.5)
this_ref = 1;

else

if (!this_ref && last_ref)
ref_falling = 1;

else

*/

*/



ref_falling = 0;

if (this_ref && !last_ref)
ref_rising = 1;

else
ref_rising = 0;

if ((edge && ref_rising) I(!edge && ref_falling))
{
counting = true;
tau = ref_count + 1.0;
refcoun t = 0;
x_count = 0;
}

else

if ((edge && x_rising) I(!edge && x_falling))
{
it_out(O);
counting = false;

if (tau> 0)
phi(O) = (x_count * 360.0)/tau;

else
phi(0) = 0.0;

while (phi(O) > 360.0)
phi(O) = phi(O) - 360.0;

if (phi(O) > phi_max)
phi(O) = phi(O) - (2 • phi_max);

last_phi = phi(O);
}r else, continue to count and output last phase */

else
{
if (sync)

{
it_out(O);
phi(O) = last_phi;
}
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end

}

return(O);

if (coun ting)
++x_count;

}
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j* phi_rneter2.s */
/~***.****-*********.**************************************-****

************************************************.***************

127

Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the signal of interest
ref, the reference signal

phi, the phase difference in degrees

Parameters: int edge, the edge to trigger on
int sync, specifies if a value is to be

output for every input sample

****************************************************************

This star finds the relative phase of a signal to a reference.
One parameter specifies the trigger edge (true for rising, false
for falling). The other specifies the output rate (synchronous
or one per cycle). The output is the phase difference of the
chosen edges in degrees.

The phase is found from a linear interpolation of the values on
either side of a zero crossing.

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

#define true 1
#define false 0

input_buffers
float x;
float ref;

end

Prayson W. Pate
February 2, 1988
February 22, 1988



output_buffers
float phi;

end

parameters
int edge = 1;
int sync = 1;

end

states
float ref_count;
float x_count;
float tau;
int counting;
float last_phi;
float phi_max;

end

declarations
int no_samples;
float this_x,last_x;
int x_falling,x_rising;
float this_ref,last_ref;
int ref_falling,ref_rising;
float delta;

end

128

initialization_code
if ((edge >= 0) && (edge >= 1))

else
return(l);

ref_count = 0.0;
x_count = 0.0;
counting = 0;
phi_max = 180.0;
tau = 0.0;

end

for(no_samples=min_avail();no_samples >0; --no_samples)



{
r read x and check for edge
last_x == x(O);
it_in(O);
this_x = x(O);

if ((this_x <== 0.0) && (last_x> 0.0))
x_falling == 1;

else

if ((this_x> == 0.0) && (last_x < 0.0))
x_rising == 1;

else

*/
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r read ref and check for falling edge */
last_ref == ref(O);
it_in( 1);
this_ref = ref(O);

if ((this_ref <= 0.0) && (last_ref> 0.0))
ref_falling = 1;

else
ref_falling = 0;

if ({this_ref> = 0.0) && (last_ref < 0.0))
ref_rising = 1;

else
ref_rising = 0;

if ((edge && ref_rising)k!edge && ref_falling))
{

counting = true;

r find distance from last sample */
/* to zero crossing */
delta = last_ref/(last_ref - this_ref);

tau = ref_count + delta;
ref_count = 1.0 - delta;



else

x_count = 0.0 - delta;
}

else
{
ref_count = ref_count + 1.0;
delta = 0.0;
}

if (((edge && x_rising) I(!edge && x_falling))
&& counting)
{
it_out(O);
counting = false;

r find distance from last sample to
j* zero crossing *j
if (delta != 0.0)

{
delta = last_xj(last_x - this_x)

- delta;
x_count = delta;
}

{
delta = last_xj(last_x - this_x);
x_count = x_count + delta;

}

if (tau> 0)
phi(O) = (x_count * 360.0)jtau;

else
phi(O) = 0.0;

while (phi(O) > 360.0)
phi(O) = phi(O) - 360.0;

if (phi(O) > phi_max)
phi(O) = phi(O) - (2 • phi_max);

last_phi = phi(O);
}

1* else, continue to count and output last phase" /

else
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end

}

return(O);

{
if (sync)

{
it_out(O);
phi(O) = last_phi;
}

if (counting)
x_count = x_count + 1.0;

}
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Appendix E.16: Listing of quan t.s

/* quant.s */
/**************************************************.**.****.***

quant()

***************************************************************

132

Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the signal of interest

y, the quantized signal

Parameters: int levels, the number of levels to quantize
float dist, the distance between levels

*****************~****************************.**~~*************

This star simulates a quantizer. The first parameter sets the
number of input levels. The next parameter sets the distance
between input levels. There is no gain, so dist is also the
distance between output levels.

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

Prayson W. Pate
February 3, 1988
February 22, 1988

parameters
int levels = 2;
float dist = 2.0;

end

input_buffers
float x;

end

output_buffers
float y;

end
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initialization_code

if ((levels < == 10) && (levels> == 2))

else
return( 1);

if ((dist <== 10.0) && (dist > 0.0))

else
return(2);

end

declarations
int no_samples;
int i;
Boat thresh;

end

/* note the minimum number of samples on the input */
/* buffers and iterate that many times */

for( no_samples=min_avail();no_samples >0; -no_samples)

{
it_out(O);
it_in(O);

i = 0;
while (i < levels)

{
thresh = (dist/2.0)*(2*i - (levels-2));

if (i == (levels-I))
y(O) = thresh - (dist/2.0);

else if (x(0) < thresh)
{
y(O) = thresh - (dist/2.0);
i = levels;
}
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end

}
return(O);

++i;
}

quan tvs 134
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Appendix E.17: Listing of r an dorn.s

/* random.s */
/***************************************************************

random.s

****************************************************************

136

Inputs:

Outputs:

none

y, the random data

Parameters: int dist, the distribution to use
int samples to be generated
float power of the output signal

****************************************************************

This star simulates a random source with a distribution specified
by the first parameter as follows:

dist

o
1
2

distribution

uniform
normal or gaussian
laplace

The second parameter gives the number of samples to generate.
The third specifies the power or variance.

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

#define m Ox7fffffff

Prayson W. Pate
February 5, 1988
February 22, 1988

#include <math.h>
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parameters
int dist = 1;
int cycles = 1;
float power = 1.0;

end

output_buffers
float y;

end

initialization_code
if ({dist >= 0) && (dist <= 2))

else
return( 1);

if (cycles> 0)

else
return(2);

if (power >= 0.0)

else
return(3);

max = m;

if (dist == 0)
a = sqrt(power * 3.0);

else if (dist == 2)
{
a = sqrt(2.0)/power;
k = I.O/a;
}

end

states
int done;
int my_seed = 98765;
float max;
float a;
float k;
int count = 0;
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end

declarations
int i.j;
int ok;
float s.t.u.v.w.x:
float y1,y2;

end

main_code
{
i = 0;
while((count < cycles) && (i < NOSPu\1PLES))

{

137

if [dist == 0)
{

l" generate uniform */

/************************************************-************-*

uniform

****************************************************************

This section generates a uniform distribution of the form f(x) = 1/2a
for -a < x < a. The value of a is found from a = sqrt(3 * variance).

*/

/* First, get a random numbers in the interval (-1,1) */
t = rand(my_seed);
u = -1.0 + 2.0*(t/max);

/* Now map into the interval (-a,a) */
it_out(O);
y(O) = a*u;

++i;
++count;

}

else if (dist == 1) r generate gaussian */
{



r-an dorn.s

gaussian

This code generates two random variables that are normally
distributed with mean aand variance 1 i.e N(O,1).

The polar method is used to generate normally distributed samples
from a sequence that is uniform on (-1,1). The resulting
distribution is described exactly by N(O,l). This method is based
on the inverse distribution function.

*j

++i;
r First, get two random numbers in the interval (-1,1) */

s = rand(my_seed);
u = -1.0 + 2.0*(s/max);
t = rand(my_seed);
v = -1.0 + 2.0*(tjmax);

r Now, if the point (u,v) is in the unit circle ... * j
w = u*u + v·v;
if((w < 1.0) && (w > 0.0))

{
/* ... find x. • /
x = sqrt((-2.0 * log(w))/w);

/* Now find two independent values of y */
yl = power * u * x;
y2 = power * v * X;
ok = 1;
}

else
ok=O;

if (ok) /* send out values of y */
{
it_out(O);
y(O) = yl;
++count;
if(count < cycles)
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x<O
x>O

random.s

{
it_out(O);
y(O) = y2;
++count;
}

}
}

else if (dist == 2) 1* generate laplacian */
{

j***********************************************~***** * * * * * * * * * *

laplace

************************************~***********************x***

This star simulates a random source with a laplacian distribution
of the form f(x) = a/2 exp(-alx-bD where a/2 is the value of the
peak located at b=O. The first parameter gives the Dumber of
cycles to generate. The second parameter specifies the power
or variance. The value of a is found from a = sqrt(2.0/power).

For reference, the cumulative distribution function F(x) is

o+ 1/2 * exp(a(x-b)) x < 0
1 - 1/2 * exp(a(b-x)) x > 0

f · · ** 2or in terms 0 power = variance = sigma ,

o+ 1/2 * exp((x-b)sqrt(2.0jpower))
1 - 1/2 * exp((b-x)sqrt(2.0/power))

Also, Prob { ~-bI > k*sigma} = 2 * F(b - k*sigma)
= exp(-k*sqrt{2)).

*/

r First, get a random numbers in the interval (-1,1) */
t = rand(my_seed);
u = -1.0 + 2.0*(t/max);

r Now map into the interval (-a/2,a/2) */
u = (a*u)/-2.0;
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r Find the inverse distribution
if (u > 0.0)

{
++i;
++count;
v == 1.0*k*log(2.0*k*u);
it_out(O);
y(O) = v;
}

else if (u < 0.0)
{
++i;
++count;
v = -1.O*k*log(-2.0*k*u);
it_out(O);
y(O) = v;
}

}
}

return(O);
}

*/
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Appendix E.18: Listing of shape.s

/* shape.s */
j***************************************************** . *********

shape()

****************************************************************

141

Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the digital data stream

y, the shaped signal

Parameters: file file_name, the file containing
the desired pulse shape

int oversample, the oversarnpling rate

****************************************************************

This star performs arbitrary pulse shaping on the input data.
The shape is read from a file specified by the first parameter
file_name. The second parameter specifies the oversarnpling
rate (per baud). The width of a single baud is determined by
the oversarnpling rate and the number of points in the file:

width = 1 + (int) (npts - 1)/oversample

For example, if oversample = 10 and npts = 33, width = 4 and
7 trailing zeros are assumed.

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

Prayson W. Pate
February 11, 1988
February 16, 1988
February 22, 1988

#include <math.h >
#include <stdio.h >

#define max_pts 100

parameters
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file file_name = "pulse.shape n;
int oversarnple = 10;

end

input_buffers

delay_max = 100;
float x:

end

output_buffers
float y;

end

declarations
int no_samples;
int i.j ,k;
float sum;
int npts;

end

states
FILE* file_ptr;
float pulse[max_pts];
int width;

end

initialization_code

*/
file_ptr = fopen(file_name,"r");
if(file_ptr == 0) r open failure

{
fprintf(stderr, 'shape: open failure for file %s 0,

file_name);
return{l);
}

{
/* zero out shape */
for (i=O; i<max_pts; i++)

pulse[i] = 0.0;

else

npts = 0;
r read in shape */



else
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w hile(!feof( file_ptr))
{
fscanf(file_ptr," %f" ,&puIse[npts]);
++npts;
}

--npts;

if (opts> max_pts)
{
fprin tf( stderr,
"shape: too many points in file %s O,file_name);
return(2);
}

{
width = 1 + (opts - l)/oversample;
}

}
end

main_code

/* note the minimum number of samples on the input */
r buffers and iterate that many times */

for(no_samples=min_avail();no_samples >0; -no_samples)
{
it_in(O);
for (j=O; j <oversample; j++)

{
sum = 0.0;
for (k=O; k<width; k++)

{
i = j + k*oversample;
sum = sum + x(k)*pulse[i];
}

it_out(O);
y(O) = sum;
}

}
return(O);

end
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Appendix E.19: Listing of st.ata.s

/* stats.s */
/****************************~**********************************

stats()

****************************************************************

144

Inputs:

Outputs:

x, the signal of interest

none

Parameters: file file_spec, the name of the statistics
file to be created

****************************************************************

This star calculates the statistics of the incoming signal.
The parameter is a filename for storage of the results.

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

Prayson W. Pate
December 8, 1987
February 22, 1987

#include <math.h >
#include <stdio.h >

parameters
file file_spec = "stats.out";

end

input_buffers
float x;

end

declarations
int no_samples;
float this_x; r current sample of input signal */
float mu: /* mean = sum_x/count */

, (/ **2) */float var; r variance = sUffi_x2 count - mu
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float sigma; r std dev = square root of variance */

double sqrt();
end

states

FILE* file_ptr;
float count = 0.0;
float sumjx = 0.0;
float sUffi_x2 = 0.0;
float max;
float min;
int first = 1;

end

initialization_code

file_ptr = fopen(file_spec, "w");
if(file_ptr == 0) r open failure */

{
fprintf(stderr, "stats: open failure for file %s 0,

file_spec );
return(l);
}

end

main_code

/* note the minimum number of samples on the input */
/* buffers and iterate that many times */

for(no_samples=min_avail();no_samples >0; -no_samples)
{
count = count + 1.0;
it_in(O);
this_x = x(O);

if (first)
{
first = 0;
max = this_x;
min = this_x;
}
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else
{
if (this_x> max)

max = this_x;
if (this_x < min)

min = this_x;
}

sum_x = sum_x + this_x;
sum_x2 = sUffi_x2 + (this_x * this_x);
}

return(O);
end

wrapup_code
mu = sum_x/count;
var = (suffi_x2/count) - (mu*mu);
sigma = sqrt(var);

fprintf(stderr, "statistics of signal %s O,file_spec);
fprintf(stderr, "samples %09.1£ mu %09.5f O,count,mu);
fprintf(stderr, "maximum %09.5f minimum %09.5f O,max,min);
fprintf(stderr, "variance %09.5f sigma %09.5f O,var,sigma);

fprintf(file_ptr, "statistics of signal %5 O,file_spec);
fprintf(file_ptr, "samples %09.1£ mu %09.5f O,count,rnu);
fprintf(file_ptr, "maximum %09.5£ minimum %09.5f O,max,min);
fprintf(file_ptr, "variance %09.5f sigma %09.5f O,var,sigma);

end
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Appendix E.20: Listing of w ave.s

/* wave.s */
/*******************************.***********.****************.**

wave.s

***********.****************************************************

147

Inputs:

Outputs:

none

y, the generated wave

Parameters: int wave_type to be generated
int cycles of wave
float period of wave
float peak value of wave

*************************************************••*************

This star simulates a wave generator. The first parameter gives
the type of wave. The second parameter gives the number of periods
to generate. The third parameter gives the period and the fourth
gives the peak value.

o
1
2
3
4

Programmer:
Date:
Modified:

*/

wave description

sine
cosine
square
triangle
sawtooth

Prayson W. Pate
August 18, 1987
October 1, 1987
October 6, 1987
February 22, 1988

#include <math.h>
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parameters

int wave_type = 0;
int cycles == 1;
float period = 1.0;
float peak == 1.0;

end

outpu t_buffers
float y;

end

states
float count;
int done;
double pi;
float half_period;
int total;
float k;
float slope;

end

declarations
int i.j;
double sin();
float theta;

end

initialization_code
if ((wave_type >= 0) && (wave_type <= 4))

else
return(2);

if (cycles> 0)

else
retum(3);

if (period > 0.0)

else
return(4);

total = (cycles * period) + 0.5;
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done = 0;
pi = 3.141592653589793',
k = (2*pi)/period;
count = 0.0;
half_period = period/2.0;
slope = 0.0;

if [wavejype == 3)
slope = 4*peak/period;

if (wave_type == 4)
slope = 2*peakjperiod;

149

if (!done)
{
for(i = 0; i < total; ++i)

{
it_out(O);

count = count + 1.0;
if(count > period)

count = count - period;

if(wave_type == 0) /* sine wave* /
{
theta = count * k;
y(O) = peak*sin(theta);
}

else if(wave_type == 1) /* cosine wave* /
{
theta = count * k;
y(O) = peak*cos(theta);
}

else if (wave_type == 2)/* square wave*/
{
if (count < half_period)

y(O) = peak;
else

y(O) = -l.O*peak;
}

else if (wave_type == 3)/* triangle */



end
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{
if (coun t < half_period)

y(O) = slope*count - peak;
else

y(O) = peak-slope
*(count-half_period);

}
else if (wave_type == 4)/* sawtooth" /

{
y(O) = slope*count - peak;
}

}
done = 1;
return(O);
}

else
{
return(O);
}
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